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ABSTRACT 
We are studying different symmetries of string theory mainh' focusing on 
AdS/CFT correspondence and its QCD realizations. AdS/CFT has turned 
out to be an efficient tool and powerful technique that has given us insights 
about strong coupling aspects of string theory and its connection with field 
theory. This new approach to probe QCD by making some adaptations in 
the AdS/ CFT correspondence gives some expectations that many of the long 
standing problems of QCD might be solved using these methods. All those 
models are known as AdS/ QCD models. There are two complementary ap-
proaches known as top - down models and bottom-up models. Bottom-up 
models were successful in producing QCD like spectra but all such models con-
tain non - QCD like states also and none of them so far showed an experimental 
accuracy as expected. Bottom-up models are more phenomenological and have 
built in properties of QCD. On the other hand, top-down models, having roots 
in string theory, are also able to reproduce quahtatively nuclear potentials and 
baryon spectra. It is expected that refining of these models will be able to give 
more accurate results and solutions to the long standing problems of QCD. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are living in a most exciting time of elementary particle physics. After 
years of hard work and patience of hundreds of physicists all over the world, 
European Center of Nuclear Research (CERN) has started its long cherished 
particle detector known as Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The science commu-
nity around the world are waiting for its new predictions and results and it 
is expected that it will unleash many long standing mysteries of both parti-
clephysics, that have started slowly coming in, and the origin of universe. As 
the probing area and energy achieved an enormous progress, it is the testing 
ground for many hopeful theories of particle interaction and after a long time 
the theoretical and experimental achievements are confronting each other. 
String theory is a theory of strings in which the observed particles in our 
physical world are described as the different vibrating modes of a string. The 
fundamental length of a sting is lO^^^c.m and the energy corresponding to 
this is lO^^GeV. String theory was first formulated as a theory of strong in-
teraction. But, the deep inelastic scattering and prediction of quarks changed 
the picture.Yang-Mill theories discovered later well explained the dynamics of 
strong interactions and the corresponding theory of these interactions is known 
as quantum chromodynamics or QCD. 
Spin two massless state present in the string spectra was identified as gravi-
ton; the mediating particle of gravity and then string theory emerged as a 
theory of quantum gravity but, indeed, as a candidate for theory of every-
thing; theory which describes all the known fundamental interactions of phys-
ical world. First formulated string theory was bosonic string theory and it 
included only bosons and theory required 26 space - time dimensions. The su-
persymmetry revolution and the work of Schwarz and Naveu helped to form a 
consistent theory which includes both fermions and bosons. This new formal-
ism is known as superstring theory. It is in this context that supersymmetry 
was first discovered. There are five different superstring formalism knows as 
Type I, Type II A, Type II B, heterotic and Eg x Eg. All these theories are 
shown as equivalent via various dualities. 
Black hole thermodynamics and issues related to quantum measurements 
are the main area where string theory was highlighted for a long time. It 
was observed that p - branes have an important role in understanding black 
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hole physics and later Polchinski showed that some hyperplanes have a great 
significance in string theory as open strings with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
can end on these branes and hence it is known as D-branes. The D-brane low 
energy spectra have U{N) gauge theory on its world volume and this idea let 
to the discovery of AdS/CFT correspondence by Maldecena, a correspondence 
between string thoey and superconformal Yang - Mills theories. This electrified, 
once again, our hope to extract QCD physics from string theory and to make 
expectations afive for string theory as a useful framework. 
QCD is non conformal and non supersyinmetric and the direct appUcation 
of AdS/ CFT is not possible and whereas AdS/ CFT correspondence is a 
great tool to extract non-perturbative physics ushig supersymmetric Yang Mills 
theories. Inspired from AdS/CFT correspondence there are efforts being done 
to understand QCD from stringy backgrounds. Such models are formed as 
a five dimensional theories and four dimensional physics is obtained by the 
Kaluza-Klein method of compactification of extra spacial dimension. These 
models are known as AdS/QCD models and it is expected that such models 
will explain the QCD dynamics especially the strongly coupled QCD regime 
quite well. 
In Chapter 2, we discuss various symmetries of classical mechanics and 
quantum mechanics. We present both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches 
and discuss the usefulness of both approaches. We also discuss classical and 
quantum field theories and Noether's theorem. 
In chapter 3, we will give a brief introduction to string theory. Starting 
from bosonic string theory we will introduce most realistic version of the string 
theory, that is, superstirng theory. Conformal field theory (CFT) plays a sig-
nificant role in string theory and thus we will give a brief introduction to CFT 
and its importance to string theory. We will discuss various symmetries of 
Polyakov action and will show how these symmetries help in simplifying the 
theory. We will also discuss various quantization procedures. There are five 
different superstring theories and we will show how duality transformations 
connect these theories. 
In Chapter 4, we will introduce the celebrated and one of the major dis-
coveries of string theory- AdS/CFT correspondence. We will discuss various 
aspects of this correspondence in detail. AdS/CFT correspondence relates a 
string theory living on the bulk of the AdS space to a CFT living on its bound-
ary. This gives hopes to find a string description of QCD. In section 4.5 we will 
discuss how the flavour degrees of freedom is included in the correspondence 
and we will also give an introduction to probe brane correspondence which 
plays a significant role in AdS/QCD models, a new approach to study QCD 
from string theory. 
In Chapter 5, we discuss the new method developed to study QCD from 
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string theory, AdS/QCD, inspired from the achievements of AdS/CFT corre-
spondence. There are two complementary approaches and they are top-down 
models and bottom-up models. We discuss both models in detail and will 
present the significant achievements of these models. 
2. GENERAL SYMMETRIES IN PHYSICS 
2.1 Introduction 
Symmetry is the word originated from a Greek word 'symmetros' which means 
'Well proportioned' or 'Harmonious' [1]. Symmetry plays a great role in physics. 
Analysis of symmetry properties often leads to more simplifications and pro-
vide new insights which can lead to a deeper understanding [2]. A system or 
a state of a system is said to be symmetric when its state remains invariant 
from the initial state under a certain transformations or after a certain trans-
formation the new state becomes completely indistinguishable from the former. 
The transformations that leaves the system invariant are known as symmetry 
transformations. Nature is the great source of synmietry and observing those 
synmietries provides the best way to read her. The mathematical frame work 
which help us in a great way to understand symmetries is Group theory. There 
is always a group related to a particular symmetry. Symmetry transformation 
gives conservation of physical quantities and thus conservation laws. Symme-
try became an impressive tool to study physical system in the 20*'' century. 
It gained importance when first Einstein showed in 1905 that the transforma-
tion properties of electromagnetic field were not to be derived from Maxwell's 
equation, as Lorentz did,but rather were consequence of relativistic invariance. 
Einstein recognized the symmetry implicit in the Maxwell's law and elevated 
it to a symmetry of space-time. After this remarkable development symme-
try started playing an important role in physical sciences. Development of 
quantum mechanics in 1920's gave more fundamental importance to symmetry 
principles. Since forth symmetry has been the most dominant concept in the 
exploration and formulation of fundamental physics. Today it serves as a guid-
ing principle in search for further development in unification and progress[3]. 
2.2 Symmetries in Classical Mechanics 
In classical mechanics symmetry is understood by the invariance of Lagrangian. 
Homogeneity of space, isotropy of space and homogeneity of time are various 
symmetries which give various conserved quantities. In Lagrangian formalism 
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conserved generalized momenta are present corresponding to cyclic coordinates. 
These are can be understood as a consequence of symmetry properties of the 
system. 
2.2.1 Lagrangian Formulation 
The Lagrangian for a conservative system is expressed in terms of the kinetic 
energy T = T{q, q, t) and the potential energy V = V{q, t). 
L{q,q,t)=T{q,q,t)-V{q,t) (2.1) 
The Euler-Lagrange equation which give the equations of motion of the system 
is written as, 
d.t \dqj J dqj 
Where r/j is the generalized co-ordinate and q is the generalized velocity. Any 
standard system with generalized forces Qj satisfies Lagrange equations. 
where the function U{q, q), t) is called the velocity dependent potential of the 
system. 
Generalized Momenta 
For a holonomic mechanical system with Lagrangian L(g, q, t), the generalized 
momentum corresponding to a generaUzed co-ordinate qj is defined as, 
ft = ^ (2A) 
dqj 
It is also called as conjugate momentum or canonical momentum.Then Euler-
Lagrangian equation becomes, 
dpj _ dL 
dt dqj 
If 1^ = 0, that is, the coordinate qj is absent from the Lagrangian, then the 
generalized momentum pj is constant of motion and the coordinate which is 
absent in the Lagrangian is known as cyclic coordinates. 
Though the conservation of canonical momentum to a coordinate follows 
from cyclicity but cyclicity itself is a result of some symmetry. According to 
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Noether's theorem proposed by the Emmy George in 1918, conservative prin-
ciples are due to the invariance of Lagrangian or action under transformations. 
It can be easily shown that the invariance of Lagrangian under translation and 
rotation give rise to the conservation of linear momenta and angular momenta 
respectively. 
2.2.2 Hamiltonian Formalism 
Hamiltonian formalism is an elegant way of treating mechanical problems. 
Hamiltonian of a system is a functional of generalized coordinates and con-
jugate momenta. In the Hamiltonian formalism the state of the system is 
represented by the points in phase space. The Hamiltonian is obtained from 
the Lagrangian by a Legendre transformation as,/7(f/, p,/.) = c/iPi — fj{(i,q.l.) 
where QJ and pj are known as canonical variables. Hamiltonian equations of 
motions are, 
* = 1 ^ (2.5) 
-V. = '-^ (2.6) 
They constitutes the set of 2n first order equations of motion replacing the n 
second order Lagrange equations and they are known as canonical equations of 
Hamilton. The Hamilton formulation does not decrease the difficulty of solving 
any given problem in mechanics but provides more abstract and newer ways 
of presenting the physical content of mechanical system. The advantages of 
the Hamiltonian formulation is in the deeper insight it afford into the formal 
structure of mechanics. The equal status accorded to coordinates and momenta 
as independent variables encourages a greater freedom in selecting the physical 
quantities to be designated as 'coordinates 'and 'momenta'. 
Canonical Transformation 
Canonical transformations are the set of transformations from old set of coor-
dinates and conjugate momenta [q,p] to a new set of coordinates and conjugate 
momenta [Q,P] which preserve the form of the Hamilton's equations. If the 
transformed Hamiltonian is K,then 
Q = — (2.7) 
^ dP ^ ' 
oQ 
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Hamiltonian is regarded here merely as a mathematical function of a set of 
coordinates and momenta. A canonical transformation is more useful to trans-
form an old Hamiltonian to any desired simple form of our choice so that 
the solution of Hamilton's equation becomes more simpler. These solutions 
can then be transformed back to old coordinates and momenta via inverse 
transformations. This is a kind of technical revolution for solving dynamical 
problems. 
The Hamilton principle 6 f^^ Ldt = 0 can be written in a modified form as, 
S / {H{p, q, t) - piqi)dt = 0 (2.9) 
Jn 
where pi and q^ are the old set of coordinates and momenta. If the new set 
of coordinates and momenta are canonical variables, they should satisfy the 
relation , 
6 / {K{P,Q,t)-PiQi)dt = 0 (2.10) 
Jti 
The sirrmltaneous agreement of equations (9) and (10) does not mean that the 
two expressions are equal. But, the two expressions can be related as, 
dF 
XiH - p,q,) = P,Qi - K + — (2.11) 
where F is the function of the phase space coordinates with continuous second 
derivatives, and A is a constant independent of the canonical coordinates and 
time. 
2.3 Symmetries in Quantum Mechanics 
Quantum mechanics is based on the idea of an essential discontinuity; the 
quantum. It predicts and interprets the subatomic world more beautifully and 
elegantly. In general classical mechanics is the continuum limit of quantum 
theory. Quantum mechanic posses various types symmetries both continuous 
and discrete and make the description of subatomic world more beautiful. A 
system of particles in quantum mechanics is represented by a wave function or 
state vector t/j and physical process are represented by operators. A transfor-
mation operation is represented by a unitary operator, say U. The Schrdinger 
and Heisenberg equations of motion describe the temporal development of such 
system. The result of a physical measurement on the system corresponds to 
the expectation value of some operator acting on the wave function. 
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A continuous transformation that differ infinitesimally from identity trans-
formation is represented by, 
t/ = l - ^ G (2.12) 
If the Hamiltonian is invariant under U, then 
UUlU=H (2.13) 
which imphes, 
[G,//] = 0 (2.14) 
By virtue of Heisenberg equation we have, 
That is the generator of this transformation is a constant of motion or it is 
a conserved quantity. For example linear momentum is conserved for transla-
tional invariance and angular momentum for rotational invariance as they are 
the generators of translation and rotation respectively. 
Discrete transformations are very important in quantum mechanics. Parity, 
space inversion operation, and time reversal are very important in the study 
of elementary particle physics. For example parity operation has two states 
known as odd parity, antisymmetric under parity and even parity, symmetric 
under parity. 
2.4 Noether's Theorem 
The precise mathematical formulation to derive conservation principles from 
the symmetries of the action is given by Noether's theorem. The importance 
of Noether's theorem lies in the general notion that an invariance of the La-
grangian gives rise to a constant of the motion and such invariance properties 
are of great importance when the Lagrangian formalism is extended to contin-
uous systems and fields. 
Classical field theory describes systems with an infinite number of degree 
of freedom. The Lagrangian density has the form, 
C = C{ri,{xn,ri,A''n,^'n (2.16) 
Where rip{x^) is the field variable and r]p^^{x'^) is its space - time derivative. 
In a simplest description of Noether's theorem we consider a four dimensional 
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flat space - time and assumes the Lagrangian density and action is form in-
variant under a transformation. Let us consider an infinitesimal coordinate 
transformation, 
x^ ^ x^" = x"" + 5x'' (2.17) 
and the field transforms as, 
r]p{x^) -> r^p{x^') = r],{x^) + 5r^p{x'') (2.18) 
Here, 6r]p{x'^) measures the change in both rjp and x'^. But the transformation 
of the field at a particular point in the x^ space is given as, 
i/pix) = 7jp{x) + Srjp (2.19) 
Where 6rip measures the change in the field at a particular point. 
According to Noether's theorem , 
/ £ {V,,ixn, v'.A^n,r.') - [ C(ry,(.r^),7;,,.(.x^),.T") = 0 (2.20) 
and we arrive at, 
r ri \ BC- 1 
= 0 (2.21) / dx" 
5r]p + C^x" 
Which is the conserved current equation and -^^5r]p + Cdx^is the conserved 
current associated with the symmetry of the transformation. In the same way 
Noether's theorem is used to find the conserved quantities associated with the 
symmetry of action or Lagrangian density in Quantum field theory also. 
2.5 Duality Symmetries 
Duality symmetries are the some of the most exciting symmetries in physics. 
The word 'duality'is used by the physicist to refer to the relationship between 
two systems that have very different descriptions but identical systems. 
To appreciate duality concept let us consider the Maxwell's equations in 
the absence of sources, 
1 rlP 
A.E = 0,Ax B=-—^ (2.22) 
c ot 
A . e = O . A x E = — ^ (2.23) 
c ot 
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These equations are invariant under the duaUty transformation: 
{E,B)-^{-B,E) (2.24) 
This symmetry is not evident in the Lagrangian of the electromagnetism. Dy-
namical variables in the electromagnetic Lagrangian are the gauge potentials 
and there is no local transformation of potentials that indicates (2.24). 
Duality symmetry is a peculiar symmetry and it plays an important role 
in physics. Duality have turned out to be one of the most exciting tool in 
physics. The gauge string duality known as AdS/CFT correspondence is one 
of the exciting discoveries of string theory and is very useful in understanding 
various aspects of black hole, condensed matter systems and strongly coupled 
phenomena. The discussions in this dissertation is mainly focused on various 
aspects of AdS/CFT correspondence. 
In this chapter we have discussed Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formula-
tions of classical mechanics. We have seen that the symmetry of a system is 
deeply related to the invariance of Lagrangian. Noethers' theorem connects the 
conservation theorem to the invariance of Lagrangian. We also have discussed 
symmetries in quantum mechanics and quantum field theories. 
3 GENERAL SYMMETRIES IN STRING THEORY 
This chapter starts with a description of bosonic string theory. It is a free 
theory and a natural starting point of the string theory. We will discuss the 
various symmetries and their significances. Special attention will be given to 
conformal symmetry and conformal algebra. 
3.1 Classical String Action 
The string is a one dimensional extended object. Let us consider a string mov-
ing in a D dimensional Minkowski space -time with a metric -q = diag[-l, 1,.., 1] 
labeled by coordinates X''. String swept out a two dimensional surface,world 
sheet ,which is parameterized by a° = (r, a) where a" = T is the time evolution 
parameter and a^ = a which runs along the length of the string. The coor-
dinates on the world sheet(r, a) are mapped into space- time by the function 
Xf^{T,a). So time and spacial position on the string is mapped onto (d + 1) 








Fig. 3.1: A string's world-sheet. The function X''{T,cr) embeds the world-sheet, 
parametrized by (T", u), into spacetime, coordinatized by X^. 
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The acceptable string action should incorporate Lorentz invariance and it 
should be lead to Lorentz invariant equations of motion. As the Lorentz invari-
ant point particle action is proportional to Lorentz invariant interval it can be 
shown that our string action is proportional to Lorentz invariant surface which 
has a dimension[L]^.The dimension of action can be obtained by rimltiplying 
the area element by - where T is the string tension and c. is the velocity of 
light in free space. Thus, we will write Lorentz invariant string action as, 
S = --J\T £ ^]{xx'f - {xnxy (3.1) 
This action is known as Nambu-Goto String action, where 
X = 'l^andX' = '^ (3.2) 
OT da 
The presence of square root in the Nambu-Goto action makes it incon-
venient for quantization. We have an another action, which is equivalent to 
classical action and does not have a square root, it is 
f cPaV^h''''daX>'dbX''rj^, (3.3) 
Where h = det{ h"''). This is the so - called Polyakov action or string sigma 
model action. The world-sheet metric h"''' is treated here as an independent 
variable, varying hat gives the equation of motion. 
T"* = 0 (3.4) 
Where we define the energy - momentum tensor as 
Tab = - ^ ^ S = IdaX'^dbX, - ]ha,h'%X^ddX,, (3.5) 
T 
Taking the determinant of Tab = 0, one finds that, V-hh'"'()aX"dbX'' = 
2^J—det^aX^^^bX^ and substitution in the Polyakov action gives back the 
Nambu-Goto action. 
3.1.1 Symmetries of Polyakov Action 
Polyakov action has mainly three symmetry groups. They are 
• Poincare transformations : our action is invariant under Poincare trans-
formation in D dimensional flat space - time. 
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X" (r, a) = A''^(r, a)X" + a'' (3.6) 
with A'^ ^ a Lorentz transformation and a'^ a translation. Under Poincare 
transformation world sheet metric hab also transform as, 
h'ab{T,<^) = hab{T,CT) (3.7) 
Let us look at transformations (3.6). They depends only upon the string 
coordinates and do not depend upon world-sheet coordinates (r. a). Thus 
the invariance of the action under Poincare transformation is global sym-
metry. Since the symmetry is global on the world - sheet and not on 
the spax;e - time, this is a global internal symmetry. The Polakov ac-
tion and Nambu - Goto action define two dimensional field theories on 
the string world sheet and we will see in string theory that the ampli-
tudes for space - time processes are given by matrix elements in two -
dimensional quantum field theories on the world - sheet. 
• Re-paramotorizations of the world-sheet coordinates (diffeomorphism) : 
The action is invariant under the re-parameterization of world-sheet pa-
rameters (also known as diffeomorphism) (r, a). For any diffeomorphism 
(r,o-) -> ( r ' ,^ ' ) 
g'c Q 'd ^ 
hab = j^-g^hat,{T,a), X^'{T,a) = X''{T,a) (3.8) 
• Weyl transformations : The action is invariant under the rescaling 
Deffeomerism and Weyl invariance are the local symmetries as they depend on 
the space - time coordinates. 
The symmetries of action can be utilized for getting a convenient metric. 
The gauge freedom allows us to get a flat world sheet metric. The world - sheet 
has only two coordinates. So the metric /lat is a 2x2 matrix. 
L (hm hoi 
\hio nil 
The symmetry of the space-time under the interchange of indices fixes the off 
- diagonal components. 
hoi = hio 
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Re-parameterization invariance helps us to take our metric into a form tliat is 
proportional to the flat Minkowski metric rjap as follows. 
V ^ e^^^^^k^^ = e^(-^) ( " ^ fj (3.10) 
Weyl transformation helps us to get rid off the exponential factor and at the 
end we get back our world sheet metric into the flat Minkowski metric. 
ha0 -^ Vap = i Q A (3.11) 
The situation is more simpHfied and the action can be written in a more con-
venient way as, 
5p = I f cPaidrX'^drX^ - d.X'^d.X^) (3.12) 
In the flat space (/i„^ = r/„^) the energy - momentum tensor can be written as, 
T.0 = d^X^dpX^ - ^ru.^{r,"'d,X^d,X,) (3.13) 
The Euler - Lagrange equations for the action (3.12) are 
5 r ( ^ ) + a , ( ^ ) = 0 (3.14) 
Hence, the equations of motion are. 
= 0 (3.15) 
This is simply the free wave equation. Its solution is, 
X^(r, a) = X'^iT -a) + XI{T + a) (3.16) 
Here, Xn and X^ are arbitrary functions of their arguments and they are called 
right moving and lift moving string coordinates. 
Now, let us define light - cone coordinates for world sheet and hence for 
string. 
cr"'" = r-f-a , (7~ = T — a (3.17) 
Since 
da'^ — dr -\- da and da~ = dr — da 
we get, 
ds^ = -da+da- (3.18) 
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This tells us that we can write our induced metric as, 
ha, = (_°i ~Q )^ (3.19) 
Then h = det{haj3) = — | and inverse of equation (3.19) is, 
"'" = ( - 2 "o') P 20) 
We also define light - cone derivatives as 
d+ = ^idr + d,) , d^ = ^{dr-d,) (3.21) 
Hence Polyakov action can be written using light - cone coordinates as, 
Sp = -^ j d^c^d+X^d-X^ri^, (3.22) 
and solving for the equations of motion we get, 
d+d.X" = 0 (3.23) 
vanishing of the energy - momentum tensor becomes, 
T++ = d+X'^d+X^ = 0. T__ = d^X^'d.X^ = 0 (3.24) 
While vanishing of T+_ = T_+ — 0 express the vanishing of the trace of the 
energy - momentum tensor. 
Closed strings are loops with no free end points, topologically equivalent 
to circles. The appropriate boundary condition is just the periodicity of the 
coordinates. 
X''{T,a)-= X>'{T,a + n) (3.25) 
The general solution of the wave equation (3.15) compatible with the period-
icity condition is, 
^iir, ^) = Y^ h"^' + ^^ + '':k S ^--'''''^'' (3-26) 
X'air, <x) = f + | p - ( r " ^) + ^ 4 E f e ^ f ^ - ) (3.27) 
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Where a'^ are Fourier components and barred variables represents right moving 
part. A fundamental length, Is, has been introduced here and it is related to 
a' and string tension T (in the units of ^ = c = 1) by 
/, = V2^ = ^ (3.28) 
The coordinates x^ and momentum p^ are center of mass coordinates and the 
total momentum of the string, respectively. The zeroth order Fourier mode is 
defined in terms of 
a^ = -^jf and a^ = ^ p , (3.29) 
These solutions tell us that the string can move as a single unit with position 
and momentum through space - time. It also has vibrations which are described 
by the modes a^. We can also relate positive and negative modes as. 
We can obtain the Poisson bracket of the a!^ from Poisson brackets of x'' and 
A"^  at equal r, that is, 
[X"{a),X\a)]p.B = [X"ia),X-'{a')]p.B = 0 (3.30) 
[X>^{a),X''{a')]p.B = T-M(a - a')r? '^^  (3.31) 
This implies, 
[<,«:;]p.B = [a^,a:;]p.B = -^(5,„+„,o^r (3.32) 
[<>C]p.B = 0 (3.33) 
For open strings we have to determine the boundary condition at the end 
points. The appropriate boundary condition in order to cancel the boundary 
term in the variation of action is the Neumann boundary condition. 
X^' = 0 (3.34) 
This is the free boundary condition, which prevents momentum from flowing 
off the end points of the string. The general solution of the wave equation with 
these boundary conditions is given by, 
X'^ = x^ + / V r + Us Y - < e - ^ " " cos n(a) (3.35) 
n#0 
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The open string boundary conditions cause the left and right moving compo-
nents to combine into standing wave and we get, 
a±X^ = - ( X ' ' ± X^') = lsY^ ay^^^"^ (3.36) 
— DC 
where we have set a^ = ipf^. The analogous formula for closed strings are 
oo 
d-X^ = X>^ = lJ2 <e-2«(^-) (3.37) 
—oo 
oo 
<9+X^ = X'^ = lJ2 <e-2'"(^+'^) (3.38) 
— oo 
The left and right moving modes are independent in the case of closed strings 
and a.Q = 5.^ = \l'p^\ 
The Hamiltonian of the string in the conformal gauge is written as 
/ / = / dG{X- Pr-L) = - I (X^ + X'^)da (3.39) 
Jo 2 7o 
This gives, 
1 °° 
H = - ^ a _ „ Q ; _ „ (open string) (3.40) 
—oo 
1 °° 
H = - ^ (a -nO-n + o-nOi^ (closed string) (3.41) 
— oo 
The Virasoro constraints in the conformal gauge are T__ = \[d-Xf = 0 
and T++ = |(9+X)^ = 0. We define the virasoro operators as the Fourier 
modes of the stress - tensor. For the closed strings they are defined as, 
j-2-K 1 
L„ = 2T daT__e^"^(^-'^) = - J ] a „ , _ „ a „ (3.42) 
L,„ = 2T/"daT++e^'"( '+^) = ^ J ] a „ , _ „ a „ (3.43) 
They also satisfy the condition 
{L„,Y = L_m and (L„)* = Z„ (3.44) 
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Thus, we can write the Hamiltonian in terms of Virasoro operators as, 
H = Lo + Lo (3.45) 
In the open string case, there is no difference between a's and a's and Virasoro 
modes are defined as, 
/•2n , 
Lm = 2Tj da(T__r>-(^-'^) + n+fi '- t-^-)) = i 5 ] «„_„«„ (3.46) 
n 
Tlie Hamiltonian is, 
H = LQ (3.47) 
With the help of Poisson brackets for the oscillators, we can derive the brack-
ets for the Virasoro operators. They form an algebra known as the classical 
Virasoro algebra. 
[Lm,Ln]p.B = -i{m-n)Lm+n (3.48) 
[L„,L„]p.B = -i(rn-n)Lm+n (3.49) 
[L^:Lm]p.B = 0 (3.50) 
L's are absent in the case of open strings. 
3.2 Quantization of the Bosonic String 
Bosonic strings can be quantized in at least three different ways. They are, 
• Covariant Canonical Quantization 
• Light - Cone Quantization 
• Path Integral Quantization 
In covariant quantization classical string variables become operators and it 
is based on the restrictions on the physical Fock space corresponding to the 
Virasoro constraints. This procedure preserves Lorentz invariance and is known 
as the old covariant approach. In the lightcone approach the solution of classical 
constraints is achieved in the 'light cone'gauge. Even though canonical, the 
Lorentz invariance is lost in this approach. Path integral approach involves the 
introduction of Faddeev - Popov ghosts and identification of BRST symmetries 
and currents. This procedure has manifest Lorentz invariance but works in an 
extended Hilbert space. 
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Covariant Quantization 
Quantization of the bosonic string in the conformal gauge hajs — rjap is done as 
in ordinary quantum mechanics by replacing the Poisson bracket by commuta-
tor. Taking . V as a quantum operator and obtaining commutation relations 
with its conjugate momentum operator it can be shown that oscillator mode 
operators satisfy the comnmtation relations 
K , < ] = m5^+nV"'' (3.51) 
[<,<] = 0 (3.52) 
K , < ] = m.6„+„v"' (3.53) 
The am are naturally interpreted as harmonic oscillator raising or lowering 
operators for negative or positive m, respectively. The oscillator ground state 
|0) is defined to be annihilated by the Q ^ for m > 0. The strings also carry 
momentum. Also when we specify a state annihilated by o-m with m. > 0, 
which have a center of momentum p^, we refer the state by |0,p^). The a^ are 
related to conventionally normahzed harmonic oscillator operator by, 
< = v ^ a ^ , m > 0 (3.54) 
Q 1 ^ = y/^a'^l m > 0 (3.55) 
An unusual situation arises when we build up the Fock space by applying the 
raising operators a^ ^^  to the ground state |0) . That is the Fock space is not 
positive definite. The time component have a minus sign in their commutation 
relation, [a^,a^^] = — 1 and therefore, astateof the form a^^|0) has a negative 
norm since (OlaJ^aJlj^ ) = — 1 has a negative norm. This state is unphysical and 
is known as 'ghost'. So, we consider the 'physical space'of allowed string states 
as a subspace of the complete Fock space. This subspace is specified by certain 
subsidiary condition. We will use Virasoro constraints which corresponds to 
vanishing of the energy momentum components T"'""'"and T~~. The classical 
expressions of Virasoro operators, Lm = l'}2n dm-nCknand Lm = 5 Yin "m-n^n 
are promoted to Virasoro operators. To ensure finite eigenvalues to the Vi-
rasoro operators, we will use the technique of normal ordering. Since a„,_„ 
commutes with a„ unless m = 0, we simply define the normal ordered LQ as 
.. 00 
-a^-F J]]a_„cv„ (3.56) 
^ n=i 
Since an arbitrary constant could have been present here, we must add a con-
stant to all formulas containing LQ. This constant is known as normal ordering 
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constant and denoted by a. Therefore, in any calculation LQ is replaced by 
Lo — a. The Virasoro operators satisfy the commutation relations, 
[Lm, Ln] = ( m - n)Lm+n + ^ ( " ^ ^ " "^)'5m+u,0 (3.57) 
This generalized algebra is known as the Virasoro algebra with central ex-
tension. The central charge is the space - time dimension D. It's clear 
that if m = 0 ,±l , the central extension term will vanish. This singles out 
Lj, Loand L_i which form a closed sub-algebra without anomaly and is iso-
morphic to SU(1,1) or SL(2, R). 
The classical constraint LQ = 0 can be introduced in quantum theory by 
requiring that LQ should annihilate the physical states. 
{4>\Lm - aSmflH) = 0 (3.58) 
This also help us to eliminate unphysical states. To eliminate negative norm 
states, specific conditions must be put on a and Z), which is the origin of 
the 'extra dimensions' and it can be shown that negative norm states can be 
eliminated if a = 1 and D = 26. 
3.3 Conformal Field Theory 
Conforrnal held theory (CFT) is a quantum field theory that is invariant under 
conformal transformations. CFT formalism has found many applications in 
physics. For example, in statistical mechanics, the critical behaviour of systems 
near a second order phase transition point can be described by conformal field 
theory. The two dimensional conformal field theories are very important in 
the study of wold-sheet dynamics of strings. In string theory the different 
vibrational modes of the string are interpreted as particles in the theory and 
the when studying the world-sheet, the vibrational modes of the string are 
described by a conformal field theory. In the theory of complex variables a 
conformal transformation is one that maps a region of the complex plane to 
a new more convenient region while preserving the angles, but not the length. 
By definition, a conformal transformation of the coordinates is an invertible 
mapping x ^ x', which leaves the metric g^^i, invariant up to a scale: 
5;,. = n{x)g^,{x) (3.59) 
In other words, a conformal transformation locally equivalent to a (pseudo) 
rotation and dilation. The set of conformal transformations forms a group and 
Poincare group is a subgroup when Q.{x) = 1. 
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To study the generators of the conformal transformations, we consider an in-
finitesimal transformation of the coordinates x'^  -^ x^ + e'^. Then 
V = Sl(.,y - (<9^ e-. + d^^fi) (3.60) 
For an infinitesimal conformal transformation, we take il{x) = 1 — f{x) where 
f{x) is some small departure from the identity. Then we get 
O^U + ^K<,, = fix)fh,.i. (3.61) 
The infinitesimal parameter e^  represent four different types of transformations. 
They are, translation (c'' = a'"*), scale transformations (t,, = Ax'^ ), rotations 
(e^ = w^x") and special conformal transformation (e^ = b'^x'^ — 2x^{b • x)). 
Then the generators of the conformal transformations are, 
K^ = -i[x'd^-2x^{x-d)] (3.62) 
P;. = -id^, (3.63) 
D = -ix-d) (3.64) 
J^^ = i{Xf,d^ - x^d^) (3.65) 
Where P^ denotes translation, D denotes scale transformation, J^,, represents 
rotation and K^ denotes special conformal transformations. 
We are interested in two dimensional conformal transformations as it is 
very useful for studying world-sheet dynamics of the string. It is only in two 
dimensions that the group of conformal transformations is infinite-dimensional. 
This is because conformal transformations are those transformations that leave 
the angles between curves invariant, and in two dimensions these are precisely 
the complex analytic coordinate transformations. 
z - > / ( z ) , z^J{z) (3.66) 
Where z = T + ta and z = T — ia and the generators of the two dimensional 
conformal transformations are identified as, 
In = -2"+^a, (3.67) 
[„ = -r+^a,- (3.68) 
and in the classical case the generators satisfy the Virasoro algebra: 
[Im, In] = (m - n)l,n+n (3-69) 
[LJn] = {m-n)lm+n (3-70) 
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It is therefore convenient to formulate two-dimensional CFT on the complex 
plane, and in order to do so in the case of the closed string, we have to map 
the cylinder (world- sheet) to the complex plane. 
Complex coordinates on the cylinder are defined by first performing a Wick 
rotation to Euclidean signature,r —> —IT, and making the conformal transfor-
mations, 
z = e^+'^ , z^e^-'" (3.71) 
which maps the cylinder to the complex plane with coordinate z. The time 
evolves along the radial coordinate \z\; the infinite past corresponds to 2 = 0 
and the infinite future to z = 1. Lines of equal time are concentric circles 
around z = 0. 
It is sometimes convenient to consider functions which depends on z or z 
only. So we write both z and z as the arguments of a general field. Holo-
morphic fields, depending on z only, are written as f{z), and anti-holomorphic 
fields, depending on z only, as f{z). The analytic substitutions of z and z can 
therefore be considered as independent, and the conformal group is a direct 
product of them. 
The equation of motion becomes, 
d,d,X^{z, z) = 0 (3.72) 
and the mode expansion is , 
Xdz) = f - ^p'lnz + ^ ^J2 f "^" (3.73) 
n/O 
./? „. . L 
In CFT, the energy-momentum tensor has only two independent components, 
since the trace vanishes as a consequence of scale invariance. In complex coor-
dinates, the two components T^^ and T22 are holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 
and are denoted simply by T{z) and T{z), respectively. 
In a two-dimensional quantum conformal field theory, the complete set 
of operators decomposes into representations of the conformal group, the so-
called conformal families [(pm]- These conformal families consist of a primary 
operator and an infinite number of secondary operators. Primary operators, 
denoted here by 0™, are characterized by their special behaviour under con-
formal transformations. They transform covariantl}^ (as tensors) under finite 
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conformal transformations z -» w{z) as, 
^zj)^{^)\^f<i>iu,,w) (3.75) 
Where {h, h) are the conformal weights or conformal dimensions of the field. 
The scaling behaviour of the field is described by the dimension [li + li) and 
[h — h) is the spin of <J> and describes how the field transform under rotation. 
The variation of a field $(2, z) under an infinitesimal conformal transfor-
mation 2 —>• 2 + t{z) and z ^  z + t{z) is given by equal-time commutator, 
S,j^{w,w) = [Q,^,,^w,w)] (3.76) 
and the associated conserved current that generates this transformation is 
Q = Q. + a - = ^  i[T{zy{z)dz + f{z)t[z)dz] (3.77) 
from (3.76) and (3.77) we get, 
5,^[w, w) = •—- (b dzt{z)[T{z), $(u', w)] (3.78) 
27r7, J 
It is customary in quantum field theory that the products of the operators are 
defined only if they are time ordered. So we define a radial (time) ordering 
operator for the product of two field operators A{z)B{iu) as, 
R{A{z)B{w)) = { i\'\T\\"\'^ ^7\ (3-79) 
^ ^ ^  "^ " I B{w)A{z) \w\ > \z\ ^ ^ 
Thus the variation of the field $ under the infinitesimal transformation is 
obtained as, 
6,^{w, w) = ~ 6 dze{z)T{z)^iuK w) (3.80) 
Under infinitesimal transformation the primary field ^{w.w) according to 
(3.75) becomes, 
5(^{w, id) = hde{w)(^{w. id) + e{w)d^{w, iv) (3.81) 
6^^{w, w) = hde{w)^{w, w) + e{w)d^{w, w) (3.82) 
Since everything works the same for holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts 
of the theory, we will from now on concentrate on the holomorphic part only. 
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Requiring that the charge Q induce these transformations determines the 
short-distance singularities, the operator product expansion (OPE) of T{z) 
with <& 
T{z)^w,w) = -—^^^w,w) + -^d^{w,w) + ... (3.83) 
[z — w)'^ z — w 
where dots represents the non singular terms and these short distance expan-
sion determines the quantum energy - momentum tensor. 
From the conformal properties of the energy-momentum tensor itself (con-
formal weight two), one can deduce 
^ . x^. X c/2 2T(w) dT(w) ,^ , 
T{z)T{w) = ' + , ^ , + ^ - ^ + ••• 3.84 
[Z — Wp (2 — WY Z — W 
In general, the parameter c is nonzero. Note that T[z) is primary only for c = 0. 
The constant c is called the central charge and depends on the particular CFT 
being studied. 
The Laurant series expansion of T{z) and T{z) are, 
OO , OC T 
n^) = E ^ ' n-z) = E iSi (3-85) 
m= —oo m= —DC 
The inverse of the (3.85) ) gives, 
Lm = ^ <f -z-'^'Tiz), L„, = ^ l '^-z"^^'T{z) (3.86) 
ZTT 7 2 2lT J Z 
In general, the mode expansion of an operator/4(z) of conformal weight h is 
defined by 
— oo 
A{z) = Y, ^"-^4„ (3.87) 
n=oo 
This implies that under a scaling z —)• Az the modes scale as An -^ A"y4„. An 
OPE can always be represented equivalently by the commutation relations of 
the modes involved. From (3.84) we derive, 
[Lm, Ln\ = ( m - n)Lm+n + T^" i (" ' ' ^ - l ) 4 i + n , 0 (3.88) 
This is the Virasoro algebra. Similar formulas exist for Z„, and T and anti-
holomorphic sectors of the theory are independent, since mixed commutators 
vanish. 
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A holomorphic field $ of dimension h can associate to a state ]$) which 
satisfies. 
Lo|$) = h\^) and L„|<|)) = 0, n > 0 (3.89) 
Such a state is called a highest-weight state and we define 
1$) = lim$(z)|0) (3.90) 
z—>0 
where |0) denotes the conformal vacuum and 2 = 0 corresponds to the infinite 
past in Euclidean time. 
A highest-weight state |$), taken together with the infirute collection of states 
of the form 
L_„,L_„,...L_„J$) (3.91) 
are known as descendant states and gives a representation of the Virasoro 
algebra known as Verma module. 
Physical open string states of bosonic string theory satisfies (LQ — 1) = 0 
and L„|$) = 0 with n > 0 and therefore the physical open string states of 
bosonic string theory correspond to highest-weight state h and the closed-
string states of the bosonic string theory correspond to highest-weight states 
with h = h = 1. 
3.4 The Super String Action 
The string action so far discussed only consists of bosonic fields. But in real 
world we have fermions also. To remedy this situation we will introduce super-
symmetry into the theory. There are two different approaches. One is Ramond 
- Neveu - Schwarz (RNS) formalism and the other is Green - Schwarz formalism. 
In RNS formalism world-sheet supersymmetry is used whereas Green-Schwarz 
formalism is based on space - time supersymmetry. These two approaches are 
equivalent when space - time dimension is 10. 
The superstring action in RNS formalism can be written as, 
S=-!— I SaSeOVDY,, (3.92) 
where Y is the superfield which is defined as 
Y^ia", B) = X'^ia") + eV{a'') + ^-dOB^ia") (3.93) 
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and the covariaiit derivative 
DY^ = V + OB^ - ip^Bdo^X^ + yOp^daV (3.94) 
where 6 is the Grassmarm variable. B^ is the auxiUary field and ^^ are two 
component Majorana spinors on the world-sheet. The p"" are the 1 + 1 dimen-
sional Dirac matrices on the world-sheet. 
Performing the Gra^ssmann integration in the action we will obtain the 
component form, which is, 
S = - - ^ f ScT{daX^d^X>^ - irp"dai'^ - B^B^) (3.9.5) 
47ra J 
The equation of motion of B'' is given by B'' = 0 and thus this is an auxiliary 
field and have no physical significance and the action can be written as, 
S = - ~ ^ l cPcj{daX,,d''X'' - iVp"d„^,,) (3.96) 
It can be shown that this action is invariant under the supersymmetric trans-
formation: 
5X^' = Zii>' (3.97) 
(51/;" = ~ip''d,,X^t (3.98) 
where t is an infinitesimal supersymmetric transformation parameter and is 
also a Majorana spinor. 
The conserved current associated with the supersymmetric transformation is, 
^^ - = \(^Pard&X^ (3.99) 
and the conserved currents associated with the space - time translation X^ -^ 
X'^ + a'^  , 
P^ = TdaX^ (3.100) 
is identified as the momentum. Corresponding to the translation 6a = constant 
we will get the energy - momentum tensor. 
T,,0 = a„X"t^^X,,, + '-Vp„d0ij>,. + -J>p^d„il>,. - {trace) (3.101) 
The energy momentum tensor is traceless as in the bosonic case and we can 
write in lightcone coordinates as T_+ = T+_ = 0. We can write down the the 
fermionic part of the action (3.96) in the light - cone coordinate as, 
SF = iT I d^aiip-d+Tp^ + i^+^-^p+) (3.102) 
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and we will obtain the free field Dirac equation of motion as, 
d+x/j": = d-i>1 = 0 (3.103) 
The Majorana field V- describes right movers while the Majorana field ip^ 
describes the left movers and the energy momentum tensor is given by 
T++ = d+X^d+X'^ + '-r+d+^+^ (3.104) 
T__ = d-X^d-X^ + JV'-^-V-;. (3.105) 
The components of the super currents are, 
a+^!l = (9--^^ = 0 (3.106) 
Thus we obtain conservation laws for energy - momentum tensor and super 
currents as, 
5_T++= 5+T__ = 0 (3.107) 
a_J+ = a + J _ = 0 (3.108) 
A surface term arises when we vary the Lagrangian to obtain the Euler -
Lagrangian equations and we get a surface term. Vanishing of the surface term 
for open string requires V-'+ = ±V-'- at each end. The relative sign between 
?/'+ and'0_ plays an important role in deciding various string properties. As 
a convention ,we set i/'+(0,r) = •!/I_(OT). Depending upon the sign we choose 
at other end we have Ramond sector or R sector and Neveu - Schwarz or N-S 
sector. 
V'+(7r,r) = V-(7r,r) (R) (3.109) 
V;+(^,r) = -V ' - (^ , r ) N-S) (3.110) 
The R sector gives rise to string states that are space - time fermions whereas 
N-S sector gives rise to space - time bosons. If we consider R sector first, the 
mode expansions are, 
^-(^•^) = 4fE<^"'"^'"''' (3.111) 
rA^,r) = -^5;<e-'"(^+^) (3.112) 
n 
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Here d1„ = (d^)^as the fermionic fields are real and the summation index in 
an integer ie. n = 0, ± 1 , ±2... 
The N-S sector mode expansions are, 
r-{^,r) = ^Y.^'^e'^"^^-"^ (3.113) 
V J, 
r+{'r,r) = - ^ 5 ] 6 ^ . - ' " ( ^ + ^ ) (3.114) 
* r 
Here, the summation index is quite different from the R sector and we take, 
r = ± ^ , ± ^ , ± ^ (3.115) 
2' 2 2 ^ ^ 
For closed string the surface term vanishes when the boundary conditions have 
the periodicity, 
M^,r) = V±(^ + vr,T) (3.116) 
and anti-periodicity 
i/;±(a,r) = -V±((T + ^ , r ) (3.117) 
The mode expansions are, 
^ ^ ( a , r ) = J](ijfe-2^"("+") (3.118) 
r 
r4^,T) = J]d(fe-2"-(^-'^) (3.119) 
r 
If we choose R sector, then r = 0, ±1 , ±2... or if we choose the N -S sector, 
then r = ± | , ± | , ...eic. We can choose either sector for left of right movers 
independently. 
• Choosing the NS sector for left movers and NS sector for left movers gives 
space - time bosons 
• Choosing the R sector for left movers and R sector for left movers gives 
space - time bosons 
• Choosing the NS sector for left movers and R sector for left movers gives 
space - time fermions 
• Choosing the R sector for left movers and NS sector for left movers gives 
space - time fermions 
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Superstring theory is a generalization of bosonic string theory which extends 
the theory to include fermions. There are five different superstring theories. 
They all live in ten - dimensional space - time. They are, 
• Type I : a theory of open strings. The open string boundary conditions 
broke one half of the supersymmetries and the supersynuTietry is ;V = 1. 
Gauge charges can be attached to the ends of an open string. The only 
acceptable gauge turn out to be SO(32). 
• Type II A: a theory of oriented closed strings. It has N = 2 supersyni-
metry and the two supersymmetries are of opposite chirality. There is 
no freedom to introduce Yang - Mills fields but appears after compacti-
fication. 
• Type II B: Same as type II A except that the two supersymmetries have 
same chirality. 
• Heterotic SO(32): describes closed and oriented strings only. It is a 
kind of fusion between bosonic and supersymmetric string theories. It 
describe the modes moving in one direction using bosonic string theory 
and describe the modes moving in the opposite direction using A^  = 1 
supersymmetry. 
• Heterotic Es x Eg: Similar to Heterotic SO(32)theory but has the gauge 
group Egx Eg. 
3.5 T-Duality 
T-Duality is a symmetry which exists between different string theories. This 
symmetry relates small distances in one theory to large distances in another, 
seemingly different theory and shows that the two theories are in fact the same 
theory expressed from different view points. Before T-duality was understood 
it was believed that there exist five different string theories. T-duality showed 
that all string theories are different versions of same theor}^ that could be 
related to one another by transformations or dualities. T-duality relates Type 
II A and Type II B string theories as well as heterotic string theories. 
3.5.1 Closed String T-Duality 
The mode expansion of closed string is 
X'^iz, z) = x^ + i ' ' - ixHriaa + &'^)T + \ %-(a^ - a'^)(J + oscillators. (3.120) 
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The space - time momentum of the string is: 
p- = ^ K + a[;) . (3.121] 
/2a' 
If we run around the string, i.e., take cr —> a + 27r, the osciUator term are 
periodic and we have 
X^(z, -z) ^ X^'iz, -z) + 2 7 r y | ( a ^ - a^) . (3.122) 
We are considering bosonic string theory,?;.e, we are working with 26 di-
mensional space time. Let us imagine that one of those spacial dimensions, 
typically we choose X^^ is curled up into a circle of radius R. Our direction 
X^^ therefore has period 2'KR. ie 
^25 ^ x'^^ + 2-KwR (3.123) 
where w is the winding number. The momentum p^^ now takes the discrete 
values ,'i.e, 
p^^ = n/R (3.124) 
for n € Z. Solving we get the two resulting equations : 
,25 -25 ' 2 
and so we have: 
a'o'-a'o'' = \ -wR (3.125) 





We can use this to compute the formula for the mass spectrum in the remaining 
uncompactificd 24+1 dimensions, using the fact that K'P = —p,,p'', where now 
/i = 0 , . . . , 24. 
a a 
a a 
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using equations (3.126) we obtain, 
a. 'A^' = ( — r + ^ + 2(/Vyi + y V J - 4 (3.128) 
Now we exchange R ^ a'/R and w -f-)- n, tlien: 
n w wR' 
R a'/R' a' 
and also we have: 
(3.129) 
^ -* = ( ^ ! ™ = ^ (3.130) 
n' n' /?,' 
So it is clear that the mass formula 3.128 is invariant under the exchange of 
K o a'/R and w ^ n and it assumes the same form: 
a'M^ = C^f + ^ + 2(iV;,. + yVJ - 4 (3.131) 
That is we have transformed to a dual theory with a large extra dimension R'. 
This means that a string in a Type II A theory which winds around a small 
compact dimension is dual to a string in Type II B theory which has momentum 
along that dimension. In other words, each time a string winds around around 
a small compact dimension corresponds to the increasing of momentum in 
Type II B theory. As i? -^ cx), all of the winding states i.e., states withu' ^ 0, 
become infinitely massive, while the u; = 0 states with all values of n go over 
to a contiimum. This fits with what we expect intuitively, and we recover the 
fully uncompactified result. Consider instead the case R -^ 0, where all of the 
momentum states i.e., states with n ^ 0, become infinitely massive. 
3.5.2 Open String T-Duality 
The open string case is quite different from that of closed string. An open string 
do not have a periodic dimension and hence a conserved winding number. So 
they have no quantum number comparable to w. so something different must 
happen for the open string case. Open string mode expansion is, 
where 
X''{z,z)=X''{z) + X^{z) (3.132) 
x'^ / c v ' \ ' / ' v - l 
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where x'^ is an arbitrary number which cancels out when we make the usual 
open string coordinate. Imagine that we place X"^^ on a circle of radius R. The 
T-dual coordinate is 
X'"{z,z) = X"{z) -X"{z) 
= x'" - l a V In(-) + i{2a'y/^ V -afe-'""^ siiina 
= x'>' + 2a 'p 'V + Z (2Q ' ) ' / ' Y1 - " n ' e " " " sinna 
n 
= x'^ + 2a'-a + i(2a'Y/^Y -afe-'^^ sm na . (3.134) 
Notice that there is no dependence on r in the zero mode sector. This is 
where momentum usually comes from in the mode expansion, and so we have 
no momentum. The presence of sinna in the oscillator term shows that the 
oscillator terms vanish at the endpoints a = 0, TT .This shows that open sting 
end points should satisfy Dirichlet condition instead of the usual Neumann 
boundary condition. More precisely, we have the Dirichlet condition that the 
ends are at a fixed place: 
X'25(7r) - X'25(o) = ^ ^ = 27TnR'. (3.135) 
R 
This tells us that the dual string winds around the dual dimension with a 
winding number n. 
T-duality transforms Neumann boundary condition to Dirichlet and Dirich-
let boundary condition to Neumann boundary condition: 
oz oz 
(hX (2,2) = — —— = (inX (2 ,2 ) . (3.136) 
oz oz 
We see that all these apply to only A'^ ^ direction and the string is free to move 
in a 25 dimensional hyperplane or on a D25 brane. 
To summarise we have given a brief introduction to string theory. We have 
discussed various symmetries associated with the bosonic string action and 
also showed the usefulness of Polyakov action for quantizing the theory. We 
also discussed conformal field theory and we have seen its significance in string 
theory. Introduction of supersymmetry helped to form a realistic version of 
string theory, that is, superstring theory. We have shown in the last section 
that how T-duality connects Type II A and Type II B theories. 
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Fig. 3.2: Open string ending on a D2 - brane 
4. A d S / C F T CORRESPONDENCE 
4.1 Introduction 
String theory was invented to describe the large pool of observed hadron res-
onances in the early 1960s from various high energy laboratories and it was 
thought that string theory could explain strong interaction properties. But, the 
invention of Quantumchromodynamics(QCD) started explaining strong physics 
exceptionally well and is known as the theory of strong interaction. QCD is 
an asymptotically free theory and the perturbative calculations are very easy 
at the very high energy regime. But, the low energy computations are very 
difficult as the low energy regime is strongly coupled. 
In a physical process both hard and soft processes are involved. In a scatter-
ing process the hadronization is a low energy process and impossible to handle 
with perturbative techniques of QCD. Factorization techniques are used to sep-
arate hard and soft parts of the amplitudes and there are re-summation and 
some phenomenological methods to handle soft part of the amplitude. Even 
though an enormous works have been done in these techniques none of them 
seems more reliable and handy. It was always thought that a string theory de-
scription may explain the confining gauge theory where mesons can be thought 
of as two quarks connected at the ends of a string as QCD fluxtubes. Fluxtubes 
are described by underlying gauge theory. Large A'' theories, according to 't 
Hooft, can be described by a string theory if we keep A = g'^N constant. 
As we saw in the last chapter the second superstring revolution started in 
1995 introducing the concept of D branes. The D branes are extended (soli-
tonic) object in the string theory on which open strings with Dirichlet boundary 
condition lies, D branes also, on the other hand, arose as solitonic solutions 
of ten dimensional supergravity, the low energy limit of superstring theory at 
the scale lower than the string coupling. A particularly important property 
of D-branes is that the (p -I- 1) dimensional effective field theory, describing 
the dynamics of A'' coincident D-p-branes at low energy, is a super symmetric 
U{N) gauge theory with 16 supercharges and the expectation that the large 
N gauge theories would be related to string theory led to the development of 
AdS/CFT correspondence. 
This chapter starts with a discussion on AdS space and then we will discuss 
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AdS/CFT correspondence. Various aspects of correspondence such as holog-
raphy, bulk to boundary operators and correlator functions have been given 
a special attention. Wc will also look into how flavour degree of freedom is 
included in the correspondence. 
4.2 Anti - de Sitter Space 
Anti-de Sitter space is the maximally symmetric solution of Einsteins equations 
with an attractive cosmological constant. Cosmological constant is not attrac-
tive in reality but, it is possible to regard it merely as a kind of regularization 
of the long-distance behaviour of gravity. 
4.2.1 Geometry of AdS 
AdSp+2 of dimension p + 2 is the hyperboloid defined from flat (p + 3) dimen-
sional space with metric. 
p+i 
ds^ = ~dXl - dXl^^ + Y, dXf (4.1] 
1=1 
and can be represented as the hyperboloid 
o^^  + ^ p\2-E^.^ = ^^  (4.2) 
t= i 
The metric 4.1 can be reparametrized as, 
ds^ = R\~cosh^pdT^ + dp^ + sinK^pdn^) (4.3) 
where 0 < p < TT and 0 < r < 27r. Near p = 0 the metric behave as ds^ ~ 
R^{-dT^ + dp'^ + p'^dn'^). The topology has the form 5^ x RP+\ with S^ 
representing closed time like curves in the r direction. 
The isometry group of AdSp+2 is 50(2, p-|- 2) and has a maximal compact 
subgroup 50(2) x SO{p + 1). Where 50(2) part represents the constant 
translation in the r direction and the SO{j)-\- 1) gives the rotation of 5^ .^ To 
study the causal structure of AdSpj^2 we introduce a coordinate 6 relating it 
to p by tan^ = sin/ip, 0 < ^ < | . Then after a conformal rescaling the metric 
takes the form 
dS'^ = -rfr^ + dB^ + sin^Bdif (4.4) 




Fig. 4.1: The space AdSp+2 can be constructed as a hyperboloid in R'^'P'^^. It has 
closed time Uke curves in the coordinate r. To obtain a causal space we 
must go to universal cover of the time coordinate. 
This is the metric of Einstein static universe and the coordinate 6 takes the 
values 0 < ^ < | . That is, {AdSp+2) can be conformally mapped into one half 
of the Einstein static universe. In general, if a space-time is compactified into 
a region which has the same boundary structure as one half of the Einstein 
static universe, the space-time is called asymptotically AdS. Since the bound-
ary extends in the time-like direction r and because of this we must specify a 
boundary condition on the R x S^ ai 6 = 7r/2 in order to make the Cauchy 
problem of AdS well posed [15]. The boundary of a conformally compacti-
fied AdSp+2, is identical to conformal compactification of p -I- 1 dimensional 
Minkowski space. This fact plays an essential role in the AdSp+2/(^PTp+i cor-
respondence. The massive particles, moving along the geodesies, can never get 
to the boundary of AdS. On the other hand, since the Penrose diagram of 
AdS is a cylinder, light rays can go to the boundary and back in finite time, 
as observed by an observer moving along a geodesic in AdS. 
AdS can also be globally parameterized into another coordinates (u, t, x) 
with ru > 0,x G R known as Poincare coordinates and it is defined as [10], 
Ur J. , -_o o r 0\ 1 -w y ILJC Xo = ^[l + -,{R' + x'-L% X, = — (4.5) 
2 w' u 
2 ir ?i 
Xp^, = ^[1- -^{R' -x' + t% Xp^2 = - (4.6) 
Half of the hyperboloid (4.2) is covered by these coordinates as shown in Fig. 
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X 
8=^/ 
Fig. 4.2: AdSs can be conformally mapped into one half of the Einstein static uni-
verse R X S^. 
5.2) Substituting this in equation (4.2) we will obtain, 
dS^ = ^[dij'- dt'+ dx^] (4.7) 
where u = 0 is the boundary. The metric in this coordinates system manifest 
Poincare symmetry 
4.2.2 Fields in AdS 
Ma.ssivo scalar fields in AdSp+2 can be written as, 
(D - m^) 0 = 0 
The solution of this can be written as [13, 10] 
<t> = e'^'F{e)Yi{n,), 
(4. 
(4.9) 
where Yi{i'lp) is a spherical harmonic on 5^ which is the eigenstate of the 
Laplacian on 5' ' with an eigenvalue l{l + p - 1) and F{d) is given by the 
hypergeometric function 
F{e) = (sin^)'(cos^)^± 2F1 (a,6,c;sin^), (4.10) 





Fig. 4.3: AdS2 can be conformally mapped into the strip between 6 = -TT/2 and 6 




a = -{l + X±-uR), 
1 A± = - (p + 1) ± - V ' ( p + i P + 4(m/?)2. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
The energy-momentum tensor 
T^,. = 2d^cpd,(P - 5^,. {{d(Pf + m^cp^) + 3{g,,A - D^D, + R^,)4>'' (4.13) 
is conserved for any constant value of (i. The value of /i is determined by the 
coupling of the scalar curvature to 0^, /3 / /10^. 
The total energy E of the scalar field fluctuation, 
(4.14) E = jcF+'x^^gT^ 
is conserved only if the energy-momentum flux through the boundary at 6 
TT/2 vanishes, 
/ df^p^niTo*|g=^/2 = 0. (4.15) 
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This translate to the condition, 
( tan6) ' ' [ ( l -2/?)ae + 2/3tan^]02_>o {6^1^/2). (4.16) 
this is satisfied if and only if either a or 6 in (4.10) is an integer. If we require 
the energy uj to be real, we find 
\uj\R = /\± + l + 2n, (n = 0,1,2, •••)• (4.17) 
This is possible only when A defined by (4.12) is real. This gives the lower 
bound on the mass in AdSp+2 
m ' L 2 > - ^ ( p + l ) ' (4.18) 
and this is known as the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) bound. Therefore neg-
ative mass - squared scalars are allowed in AdSp+2 provided they satisfy this 
bound. When vn? > -p{p + 2)/4/?^ only A_i_ solution is normalized and when 
- ^ ( p + 1)^ < m^R'^ < - i ( p - l)(p + 3) both the solutions are normahzable 
and there could be different quantizations possible in this case. 
4.3 The correspondence 
The AdS/CFT correspondence [13, 11] derives from the observation that sys-
tems of D-branes in Type II string theory (or systems of M-branes in M theory) 
admit a complementary description in terms of gauge theories on their world-
volume on one side and curved supergravity backgrounds on the other side. 
Consider the simplest system of branes that realize on the world-volume a 
four-dimensional gauge theory: a stack of N parallel D3- branes in Type IIB. 
The D3 branes are extended along a ( 3 -t- 1 ) dimensional plane in (9 + 1 
) space-time. String theory on this background contains two kinds of pertur-
bative excitations, closed strings and open strings. The closed strings are the 
excitations of the empty space and the opens strings ends on the D branes. In 
the low energy scale, less than string scale j - , we will get only massless string 
excitations. Thus we can write the effective action as, 
S = Sbuik 
Where Sbuik is the action of the ten dimensional super gravity plus some higher 
derivatives corrections. The brane action is defined on the (3 + 1) dimensional 
brane volume and it contain A/" = 4 super Yang - Mills Lagrangian plus some 
higher derivative corrections. Sint describes the interaction between the brane 
modes and the bulk modes. 
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In the low energy limitt the interaction Lagrangian relating the bulk and the 
brane vanishes. In addition all the higher derivative terms in the brane action 
vanish leaving just the pure A/" = 4 U(N) gauge theory in 3 + 1 dimensions, 
which is known to be conformal theory. The supergravity in the bulk becomes 
free. So we have two decoupled systems in the low energy limit: A free gravity 
in the bulk and a four dimensional gauge theory. 
dosed string sector 
AdSjX S-'^ gconctry 
open string sector 
large N D3 
stack at bottcxn 
of throat 
Fig. 4.4: Schematic representation of the AdS/CFT duality. The D3 branes warp the 
space into a throat whose near-horizon geometry is AdSs x S^. Asymptoti-
cally, far away from the branes the geometry returns to flat ten-dimensional 
space. Open string degrees of freedom on the D3 branes, which give rise 
to N = 4 SU(N) super Yang-Mills theory, are mapped to closed string 
excitations in the AdS^ x S^ near-horizon geometry. 
Now let us look at the same system from a different view point. D branes 
are massive objects which acts as a source for the various supergravity fields. 
A D3 brane solution of supergravity can be written as, 
ds^ = f-^{-dt'^ + dxl + dxl + dxl) +f^idr^ + r'^dnl), (4.20) 
F5 = (1 + *)dtdx\dx2dxidf ^ 
r 
/ = ! + — , R' = A7Tg,a'^N 
Since g^ is non - constant, the energy Ep of an object as measured by an 
observer at a constant position r and energy E measured by an observer at 
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infinity are related by the redshift factor 
E = f"^Ep (4.21) 
This means that the same object brought closer and closer to r = 0 would ap-
pear to have lower and lower energy for the observer at infinity. Now we take 
the low energy limit in the background described by the background equation 
(4.20). There are two kinds of low energy excitations; Massless particles prop-
agating in the bulk region with wavelengths that become very large or any 
kind of excitations that we bring closer and closer to r = 0. In the low energy 
limit these two types of excitations decouples from each other. That is, in the 
low energy limit there are two decoupled pieces, one is free bulk supergravity 
and the second is the near horizon region of the geometry. In the near horizon 
region, r <C /?, we can approximate / ~ pri and the geometry becomes, 
,,.2 ^j,^.2 
ds^ = -^{-dt^ + dxl + dxl + dxl) + R^-^ + R^dQJ, (4.22) 
which is the geometry of AdS^ x S^. From the point of view of open string 
living on the brane and from the point of view of the supergravity description 
we can see that there are two decoupled theories in the low energy limit. In 
both the cases one of the decoupled system is supergravity in the flat space. So 
it is natural to identify the second system which appear in the both systems. 
Thus we are led to the conjecture that J\f = i U(N) super - Yang Mills theory 
in 3 -f 1 dimension is same as or dual to type II B string theory on AdS^ x S^. 
The matching of the parameters on the two sides of the correspondence reads, 
47r5. =5yM = ^ - (4-23) 
^ = y^YM^ = v ^ (4.24) 
a 
where A = QYM^ is the 't Hooft coupling. The string theory is weakly coupled 
if we send A^  -> oo at fixed A and then if we take A <^ l(thus suppressing 
world-sheet corrections). From eq.(4.24) we see that the latter condition means 
that the large-A'^  gauge theory is strongly coupled. We can therefore think in 
terms of a duality: strongly coupled phenomena in the large A'^  limit of a 
gauge theory are described by a dual weakly coupled string background. The 
double perturbative expansion of string theory, in powers of gg (string loop 
and higher derivative terms) is associated respectively with the jj expansion 
(at fixed A) and the 1/A expansion at each order in A^ . The old proposal that 
gauge theories at large A^  have a dual description in terms of a string theory 
is explicitly realized. 
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4.3.1 Elements of the Correspondence 
There are many ideas that strengthen the correspondence. We will list those 
ideas here. To be more precise about the near horizon limit we are taking 
Is —>• 0 (a' -^ 0) in the brane theory. Energy in the near horizon region must 
be fixed in string unit IsEp so that arbitrary string excitation can be considered. 
Since, 
£;„ ~ 1^ = (EQ- (4.25) 
/., ' 'I s 
wo must also keep fixed E„ since it is the energy measTircd in the field theory. 
So we need to take r —)• 0 keeping r/lg fixed. In this coordinate, that has 
dimensions of energy, the near horizon metric is, 
d^ =l![^^{-dt^ + dx.dx) + ^A^i^^ + ^/4^^^du% (4.26) 
U^'- (4.27) 
'•s 
This can also be seen if we put an extra D3 brane at a distance r from original 
stack of branes, then the ground state energy of the string stretched between 
the two sets of the branes would be L'' = r//^. Therefore, we are keeping this 
energy fixed as we go in the near horizon area. Now let us look how the theories 
from both side are compared. 
• The global bosonic symmetries of the A/" = 4 SYM is generated by the 
conformal group 50(2,4) and R - symmetry group 50(6) . These are 
exactly the Killing symmetries of the AdS^ x 5^ background of the dual 
string theory. 
• The enhanced symmetry of the SYM (superconformal + supersyrrnnetry) 
appearing in the near horizon limit have a total of 32 super charges and 
the string theory in the AdS^ x 5^ background is invariant under 32 
supercharges. Therefore, the string theory and gauge theory have the 
same symmetries. 
• The number of colours N of the gauge theory appear as the five form flux 
in the sting theory. 
\ f Fr, = T,N (4.28) 
2«^io J Si 
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• Yang - Mills action is related to sting coupling as, 
Ani 9 i X 
T = ^ ^ + — = - + ^ (4.29) 
• 
where x is the expectation value of R-R axion scalar of the Type II B 
string theory. 
The relevant quantities in the correspondence mentioned above are di-
rnensionless. Such as gYM,d,N are dimensionless from the gauge theory 
side. But, string theory side has a dimensionful quantity Is, the string 
length which is very relevant. Also from the AdSs side there are three 
dimensionful parameters. They are, the string length Ig, the radius of 
the AdS5,R, and the ten dimensional Newton's constant (IIQ. Thus, two 
independent dimensionless ratios are related to the two dimensionless 
parameters of the SYM theory as, 
^ = AngsN = gl^^N = A, (4.30) 
M o . 1 6 . ^ = (2.)^,.^ = 2 V ^ (4.31) 
Now let us look at the validity of the two descriptions. Since GAT ~ l/N^ 
on the string theory side, the quantum effects arc suppressed when A'^  >> 1. 
Higher stringy corrections are also small if the curvature of the background is 
much smaller than the string scale, R^ » l^ which happens if A > > 1. This 
shows that at strong 't Hooft coupHng limit of large N theory is described by the 
two derivative action of the classical type II B supergravity on AdS^^ x 5^. When 
A < < 1, the largeA'^  gauge theory is weakly coupled in perturbation theory. 
That is, the correspondence is a duality between two different descriptions. 
When the gauge theory is strongly coupled the string theory is weakly coupled 
and vice versa. 
4.3.2 Holography 
AdS/CFT correspondence gives a holographic description of physics in AdS 
spaces. To describe how this holography exists, we will start by explaining 
Bekenstein bound. Benkenstein bound states that the maxinmm entropy in a 
region of space is Smax = Area/AGN, where the area is that of the boundary 
of the region. This bound implies that the rmmber of degrees of freedom inside 
some region grows as the area of the boundary of a region and not like the 
volume of the region. In standard quantum field theories this is certainly 
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not possible. Attempting to understand this behavior leads to the holographic 
principle, which states that in a quantum gravity theory all physics within some 
volume can be described in terms of some theory on the boundary which has 
less than one degree of freedom per Planck area so that its entropy satisfies the 
Bekenstein bound. In the AdS/CFT correspondence we are describing physics 
in the bulk of AdS space by a field theory of one loss dimension, which can be 
thought of as living on the boundary, so it looks like holography. 
In order to check the holography we have to match the degrees of freedom 
of two parts. As the degrees of freedom of the field theory is infinite, we will 
introduce some cut off in the degrees of freedom of the fields and will check 
how this corresponds the gravity side. For that let us consider the AdS metric. 
2 _ o2 ds' = n: 'T^) d^' + l^^idr^ + rW) (4.32) 
In these coordinates the boundary of AdS is at r = 1. When we calculate 
correlation functions we have to specify boundary conditions at ?- = 1 — 6 
and then take the limit oi 5 -^ 0. It is clear by studying the action of the 
conformal group on Poincare coordinates that the radial position plays the 
role of some energy scale, since we approach the boundary when we do a 
conformal transformation that localizes objects in the CFT. So, the limit d —>^ 0 
corresponds to going to the UV of the field theory. In the case of A'' = 4SYM 
on a three-sphere of radius one, we can estimate the number of degrees of 
freedom in the field theory with a UV cutoff S. We get, 
S ~ N^S'"^ (4.33) 
since the number of cells into which we divide the three-sphere is of order 
1/5^. In the gravity solution (4.32) the area in Planck units of the surface at 
r = 1 - J, for (5 < 1, 
Area VssR^S"^ . .9- •, , , 
= — ~ N^d~^ (4.34) 
Thus, we see that the AdS/CFT correspondence saturates the holographic 
bound. This holographic description has many implications for the physics of 
black holes and Holography also implies that black hole evolution is unitary 
since the boundary theory is unitary. It is not totally clear, from the gravity 
point of view, how the information comes back out or where it is stored. 
It has recently been found that some of the generic features of supercon-
ducting phase transitions and condensates can in fact be reproduced using an 
Einstein-Maxwell theory coupled to a charged scalar field in an AdS-black hole 
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background . This gravitational system has instabihties towards the formation 
of scalar hair, and this has a dual interpretation in terms of a superconduct-
ing/superfluid 2 phase transition. Superconductivity implies that the conduc-
tivity is infinite for DC currents, which in turn means that the system can 
sustain a steady DC current in the absence of any applied electric field. So 
any gravitational system that purports to be dual to a superconductor should 
have states which can be identified as the duals of such constant current states. 
The AdS/CFT map claims that the boundary values of bulk-fields are sources 
for the dual fields on the boundary. A current J^ ; along one of the spatial 
directions x on the boundary is therefore dual to a gauge field A^ turned on 
in that direction. So the holographic dual of a supercurrent would be an AdS 
black hole with vector hair (which should be thought of as the excited cur-
rent carrying state) on top of the hairy scalar black hole ground state (the 
superconducting vacuum). The holography feature of the correspondence is 
also explored to understand a holographic dual of QCD on the basis of the 
D4/D8-brane configuration, where baryons are described by a soliton. 
4.3.3 Bulk to Boundary Operators 
In a naive formulation of the correspondence the operators of the field theory 
part can be related to bulk fields by the relation, 
where the left hand side is the generating function in the gauge theory, i.e. 
(pQ is an arbitrary function and we can calculate functions of operator O by 
taking functional derivatives with respect to (po and then setting 0o = 0. The 
right hand side is the full partition function of string theory with the boundary 
condition that the field (p{x, z) with value (j)o{x) for 2 = 0 at the boundary of 
AdS . Where (po is a function of the four variables parameterizing the boundary 
of AdSr,. 
The operators and correlators in the gauge theory are off shell while data on 
the string theory is on shell. Therefore in general, the dilaton is a representative 
of any on shell bulk field in string theory on AdS^ x S^ to any off shell gauge 
invariant operator of gauge theory. Thus, equation (4.35) can be generalized 
as, 
^Jd^^M^m^))^,^^ = Z,tr^nA'P^{S, ^)l-0 = z'-^M^)] (4-36) 
A direct relation between the scaling dimension A of a gauge theory oper-
ator O and the mass of the corresponding field in the AdSr, x S^ theory also 
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Tab. 4.1: correspondence between the spin of Bulk Fields in AdSd+i and the Scaling 
Dimension of the Corresponding Gauge Theory Operators. 
Spin Dimension 
~0 {d±VcP + Am^L^)/2 
1/2 (d + 2|m|L)/2 
p - form {d ± v / (d -2p)2 + 4A/2p) /2 
3/2 {d + 2\m\L)/2 
2{massless) d 
exist. The wave equation in Euclidean space for scalar of mass rn in AdS^ has 
two solutions and that near the boundary(r = 0) behave as, 
(^±(2, x) ~ 2^±, A± = 2 ± V'4 + rn2/?2 (4.37) 
Since A_ < A+ , the boundary condition at 2 = 0 is imposed on the A_ 
solution. This solution would generically vanish at 2 = 0. If A_ is positive. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to put the boundary condition at u = e —>0. 
(I>{x, e) = t^Mx), A_ = 4 - A+ (4.38) 
As the bulk held (j) is dimensionless the boundary value of 0o(-?^ ) has dimen-
sion [length]'^-. Thus from (4.35) the scaling dimension of O is obtained as 
[mass]'^~^ and therefore A = 4 — A_ = A_|_. The associated dimensions for 
general fields are tabulated in table 4.1. 
We can generalize the correspondence between J\f =4 SU(N) SYM in four 
dimension and string theory on AdS^ x S^. The correspondence formula (4.37) 
could be valid between a conformal field theory in d dimensions and a bulk 
theory on AdS^ x K where K isa. compact manifold. Since any CFT has a stress 
energy tensor, the dual theory wih always have a spin - 2 bulk particle. The 
conservation of stress tensor of CFTd implies the diffeomorphism invariance 
associated with spin-2 bulk particle. This implies the theory in the bulk should 
be a gravity theory and it is, most probably, a string theory as the theory in 
the bulk should be UV complete as a CFTd is a UV complete field theory. 
4.4 Tests of the Correspondence 
AdS^/CFT correspondence is a duality between a gauge theory and string 
theory. But like the other non perturbative dualities its difficult to prove 
rigorously. But there are some quantities that can be compared on both sides. 
We will list here some of those quantities in AdS^^/CFT that can be rehably 
calculated and compared beyond perturbation theory. 
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• Chiral operators that are protected due to BPS property. Their spec-
trum of dimension is independent of coupUngs and can be matched in 
perturbation theory. 
• The moduh space of the theory which is also independent of couphng. 
On gauge theory side it is R^^^'^^/S'^ corresponding to the expectation 
values of six Cartan scalar modded out by the remaining gauge symmetry. 
It is realized in the string theory before taking the near horizon limit. 
• Correlation functions are topologically related to anomalies and are pro-
tected from corrections. They are evaluated in perturbation theory and 
the result is valid non - perturbatively. 
4.4.1 Correlation Functions 
According to the AdS/CFT correspondence the partition function of string 
theory on AdSs x ^5 should coincide with the partition function of N = 4 super-
Yang-Mills theory on the boundary of AdS^,. Since string theory on AdS^ x S^ 
is not exactly solvable we will use low energy limit of string theory, that is, 
string theory with the two order derivative action of Type II B supergravity 
on AdSs X S^ [19, 20]. Then the correspondence (4.35) becomes, 
'^string — 6 " ^= ^gauge ^^ ^ (4.ayj 
where ISUGRA is the on - shell action of type II B supergravity. 
The main technical idea behind the bulk - boundary correspondence is that 
the boundary values of string theory fields (in particular, supergravity fields) 
act as sources for gauge-invariant operators in the field theory. From a D-brane 
perspective, we think of closed string states in the bulk as sourcing gauge singlet 
operators on the brane which originate as composite operators built from open 
strings. In the supergravity approximation, we think of choosing the values (po 
arbitrarily and then extremizing the action ISUGR.AI^P] at the boundary of AdS. 
Thus we can write, 
WgaugelM = ~log{e5''"'•'^°^^^''^'^)cpT - huGRA[ct>i 4>l=. = 4>o (4.40) 
That is, the generator of a connected Greens functions in the gauge theory, in 
the large N limit, is the on-shell supergravity action. The right hand side is 
the extremization of a classical action, the power series has a graphical repre-
sentation in terms of tree-level Feynman graphs for fields in the supergravity. 
But there is one difference: in ordinary Feynman graphs one assigns the wave 
functions of asymptotic states to the external legs of the graph, but in the 
present case the external leg factors reflect the boundary values <^ o- They 
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are special limits of the usual gravity propagators in the bulk, and are called 
bulk-to-boundary propagators. 
Intricacies related to divergences are settled when wc define the boundary 
conditions at a distance e from the boundary. As the IR divergence originate 
from the boundary, the counter terms upon renormalization will be localized at 
the boundary and will therefore be four dimensional. Thus we expect a one to 
one correspondence between the UV counter terms of SYM and the IR counter 
terms of the string theory. As we have equipped with all tools to extract the 
correlation functions we apply these procedures to calculate the two point and 
three point functions in the bulk theory. 
Correlation functions on the gauge theory side now follow simply by com-
puting repeated derivatives with respect to the source, 
1 " Zs^,__ ^ /TO{i,.x,) • • • Oitr., x^)) . (4.41) 
5(po{tl,Xi) • • •5(po{t,uSn) \ ' ' /field theory 
To calculate the two point function for the massive scalar field, let us consider 
the action for a massive scalar field on AdSj is given by (using z = l/ii) 
1 f°° 1 r 
5 = - / dzd'x- {d,<f>f + {d^4,f + 
9s Jo 2 L 
z^ 
(4.42) 
If we want correlation functions in the boundary theory in momentum space, 
we should make an expansion of the field <l){x^\ z) in terms of ^-dependent 
modes /fc(2) and boundary fields 0o(^|i), 
'^ (^ •"; A = J-—-, e^'-'Ikiz) UK) • (4.43) 
This yields the action 
^4^/ 
^ 1 r , / 'dUdU' 1 r^ , 
2 D 2 
+ "^  ^ f f 
Z^ 
Mk,)MK)^^'\k + k'). (4.44) 
By partially integrating the first term in the action with respect to z, we find 
the equation of motion for /^ plus a boundary term, 
5onshen = ^ / ^ ^ ' 5 ( ^ n ^ ^ + fc>o(^.)c;^o(A:;j^f, (4.45) 
where we have regulated the boundary using a small parameter e. By taking 
two variational derivatives with respect to the "source" (poik), as in (4.41), we 
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thus immediately read off an expression for the two-point function in TV = 4 
super Yang-Mills. 
In order to compute it, we need to solve the equation of motion for the 
2-dependent part of the solution. It is given by 
yr - -Jl - (k' + ^ ] A = 0 . (4.46) 
This equation has the general solution 
fk = CiZ^lA-2{kz) + C2Z^KA-2{kz), A = 2 + V4 + m^R^, (4.47) 
where / A - 2 and A'A-2 are modified Bessel functions of the first and second 
kind. Imposing regularity in the interior at z = oo forces us to set Ci = 0; 
normalizing the remaining solution to one at z = e (i.e. near the boundary), 
we end up with 
e^KA-2(fce) 
Inserting this in (4.45), we find a contribution from the z = e boundary which 
is given by 
{0{k)0{k')) = e'^^'-'^S^'^k + fe^)A:2(A-2)2i-2(A-2)r(3^-^A)^^ - 2) + . . . , 
(4.49) 
4.4.2 Wilson Loop 
Wilson loop is an important gauge - invariant variable in Yang - Mills theory. 
Wilson loop around a closed path C is represented as [10], 
W{C,n) = Trn Pexp ii(pA (4.50) 
This is the path ordered exponential over a gauge field around a closed path 
C. The trace can be taken around any representation of gauge group. We will 
consider here only the fundamental representation. 
This observable contains important dynamical information about the gauge 
theory. From the expectation value {W{C.7l)) we can calculate the potential 
for non dynamical quarks. For this, let us consider a rectangular loop in 
t - X plane, with length / and breadth T. T along time and / along x. The 
Wilson loop describes the process of creating a heavy ( non dynamical ) quark 
- anti quark pair out of the vacuum, pulling them a distance apart, letting 
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them interact during time T and then bringing them together and amiihilating 
them. This gives an alternative formula for the expectation value 
{W{C)) ~ e-^^ ~ e-^^(') (4.51) 
where V{1) is the quark - anti quark potential. 
AdS/CFT correspondence for large A^  and large gy^^ maps the compu-
tation of {W) in CFT into a problem of finding a minimum surface in ^4^5. 
For finding a clear description of Wilson loop from string theory living on 
AdSs X 5^ we follow same simple arguments. The Wilson loop described by non 
dynamical quarks transforming in fundamental representation can be obtained 
in TV = 4 theory by starting with a U{N + 1) gauge group that is Higgsed to 
U{l)y.U{N). This is equivalent to putting a probe D3, - brane in the transverse 
space, at some point U in the radial direction of AdS^ and some point on S^. 
This string stretched between the probe brane and the U{N) stack of branes, 
transform in the fundamental as for the U{N) theory. In order to achieve non 
- dynamical quarks, ground state mass must be infinite and this is achieved by 
pulling a brane into infinity, that is, f/ = 00. This is the boundary of AdS^. 
These strings also couple to scalars and this can be seen qualitatively by 
viewing the quarks as strings stretching between the N branes and the sepa-
rated brane. These strings will pull the A'^  branes and will cause a deformation 
of the branes, which is described by the scalar fields. Then namely Wilson loop 
definition is modified in order to include scalars also as. 
W{C) = Tra Pexp I (j) iAf^x'' + n.cpvi^ j dr (4.52) 
where X'^{T) is any parameterization of the loop and 7i\l = 1,..6) is a unit 
vector in R^ equivalent to a point in S^, corresponding to the fact that the string 
is localized in the transverse space. The fermions also should be included in 
the precise definition of Wilson loop operator corresponding to the superstring. 
But, they are not included as they are expected to lead only to sub-leading 
contribution. 
The expectation value of this Wilson loop in the string theory should be 
given by the string partition function with a string world-sheet ending at the 
loop C at the boundary of AdS^. This can be calculated reliably when A > > 1 
and it is the area of the string world-sheet with a given boundary loop C. 
This area is divergent and the divergence arises from the fact that the string 
world-sheet is going all the way to the boundary of AdS. This divergence 
can be interpreted as due to the constant ground state energy of the string 
(Alias W bososn mass) stretching for an infinite distance. On the other hand, 
perturbative calculation in the field theory shows that (W) for W given by 
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Fig. 4.5: The Wilson loop in AdS 
cq.(4.52) is finite. This apparent discrepancy can be reconciled by noting that 
the appropriate action for the string world-sheets is not the area itself but its 
Legendre transform with respect to the string coordinates corresponding to 
n^ and the radial coordinate u [12]. This is because these strings obey the 
Neumann boundary conditions rather than the Dirichlet conditions. 
Let us consider a simple rectangular Wilson loop. When T -» oo, it is 
translationally invariant in the t direction and make it more simpler. Here 
quarks are placed at x = ±1/2 . String is located at a point in the S^ and they 
are constant and do not contribute to the dynamics. The four form flux can 
also be neglected as the fundamental string does not couple to it. 
In the static gauge, T = t and a = x, the Nambu - Goto action in the AdS^ 
metric becomes, 
S^-LJsiVM-.^IlJ^^l^-l^ ,4.53) 
where u = u{x). Equations of motion can be integrated to 
: = C -^J^ (4.55) 
Ju/c y r ^ 
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As, u —>• 0, .T asymptotes to its maximum value 9/2. So we obtain, 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
we obtain action as, 
TL^ 
2^11. 
I [^ v'^dx 
V^7r3/2 2 
["'' ll + f 2TL2 
1-1/2 y u^ " 27r/2 , 
/•' di; 
^0 -y^Vl - v'* 
(4.58) 
It is divergent as it is close to the boundary. We will regularize it by cutting 
at ?• = e and we obtain, 
^,, , 2TL2 /•! du 2T^L\C , . . , , , ,^ , 
•'<•' = ^ ^ i , c ^ v r ^ = 2 < c IT + •"""•'•1 («»' 
substracting 1/e pole due to the W mass, we obtain renormalized energy as, 
TL'^ , [^ dv, 1 ,, TL"^ ^ r ( 3 / 4 ) , , , 
Thus we finally obtain the quark potential as [10, 13], 
,^/2^jMl 
V(l) = A-n'''^,W^ - (4.61) 
V I r(l/4)4 / ^ ' 
Here, the inverse proportionality to / was guaranteed by the conformal sym-
metry of the gauge theory and non - conformal gauge theories such as those 
induced by a deformation will be described by some deformed AdS space and 
the relation between energy and length can change radially [22]. 
4.5 AdS / CFT with Flavours 
The AdS/CFT correspondence described so far includes only the fields in the 
adjoint representation. Quark fields are described by the fundamental rep-
resentation of the gauge group. Therefore, some additional ingredients are 
necessary to generalize AdS/CFT correspondence to quark degrees of freedom. 
The simplest thing to add quark degrees of freedom is the introduction of a 
new brane so that strings between D3 brane and the new brane will generate 
matter in the fundamental representation. If the new brane can be separated 
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from the D3 brarie in some direction transverse to both branes, the minimum 
length string between the two branes has a non - zero energy due to the string 
tension and hence the quark is mgissive (m, = L/2Tra'). Strings with both ends 
on the flavour brane are in the adjoint of the U{Nf) flavour symmetry of the 
quarks and hence naturally describe mesonic degrees of freedom. In string the-
ory those states describe fl\irtuations of the brane in the backgroimd geometry. 
Small oscillations of the branes are therefore dual to the gauge theory mesons. 
As we need to keep the probe at some separation we can't take D9 as probe 
and also D3 and D5 have defect field theories [22] . Thus we can only \ise D7 
and D6 as probe branes. The simplest way to obtain quark bilinear operators 
within gauge/gravity duality is to add D7 branes [23] [24] [25] and thus we 
will now consider D7 as probe. D6 as a probe is considered when we discuss 
AdS/QCD in the next chapter. 
^D3 
«» 
Nf probe D7 
coiivciiiion.ll 
opeivclos«l aring dualiiy 
flavour opeii'Open 
strirm thialitv 
Fig. 4.6: The schematic representation of the AdS/CFT duality with added flavour 
[22] 
4.5.1 D3-D7 System 
In D3 - D7 system the branes are arranged as shown in the table 4.2. The 
D7 brane is extended through (0123456) space - time directions where 0 rep-
resents time direction. The N stack of coincident D3- branes (along 0123) are 
embedded into the world volume of D7 - brane probe branes as shown in the 
Fig. (4.6). 
The D3 - D7 system preserves 1/4 of the total supersymmetry of the type 
II B supersymmetry and has an 50(4) x S0{2) isometry in the directions 
transverse to the D3 - branes. The 50(4) rotates in the x'^,x^.x^, x^ while the 
50(2) group acts on x" 
field theory. 
X . All these symmetries are also realized in the dual 
























Tab. 4.2: The D3/D7-brane intersection in 9 + 1 dimensional flat space. 
There is an additional degrees of freedom in the D3 - D7 brane set up that 
corresponds io J\f = 2 U{N) gauge theory which contains Nf hyperrnultiplets 
in the fundamental representation of the gauge group. 
The J\f = A super Yang - Mills multiplets are generated by massless open 
string modes on the D3 - branes ( 3 - 3 strings) and the M =2 hyper multiplets 
come from strings stretching between the D3 and D7 branes(3 -7 strings). 
The decoupling of 7 -7 strings leaves a pure four dimensional theory and the 
decoupling limit is achieved by taking the usual large N limit while keeping the 
four dimensional 't Hooft coupling A = gyM^ — 9s^ fixed (figure. 4.6). The 
8 dimensional 't Hooft coupling A' = A(27r/s)^yV;/yVvanishes in the low energy 
limit, a' —> 0{i.e.,ls —> 0). Therefore, 7 - 7 strings do not interact with other 
(3 -3, 3 - 7 ) strings and the U{Nf) gauge group on the D7 - brane plays the 
role of a global flavour group in the four dimensional theory. 
The Lagrangian of the M = 2 world volume theory can continently be 
written in AA = 1 superspace formalism [22]. Under N = 1 supersymmetry 
the A/" = 4 vector multiplet decomposes into the vector multiplet Wa and the 
three chiral superfields <&i, $2, ^3- The M = 2 fundamental hyperrnultiplets 
can be written in terms of the N 
The Lagrangian is given by [22] 
1 chiral multiplets Q'^ ,Qr [r = 1, Nf 
C = Im [r / d'e (tv ($ ;e^$ ;e -^ ) + QyC^ + Qler''Q 
+ r / c/20(tr (W"iy„) + W) + c.c] , (4.62) 
where the superpotential W is 
W = tr [eijK^yjibj^K) + Qr{m., + ^^^)Q'. (4.63) 
and r is the complex gauge coupling. The beta function of this theory is 
',5 oc X^Nf/N, which goes to zero for Nf small, fixed 't Hooft coupling A and 
A'' —> 00, such that the theory remains conformal in this limit. 
The SO{2) ~ r/(l) isometry corresponds to a U{1)R R-symmetry in the 
field theory and that is exphcitly broken by a quark mass rriq oc L. The 
field theory has also a global 50(4) ~ SU{2)^ x SU{2)TZ symmetry which 
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consists of a S'[/(2)$ symmetry and a A/" = 2 SU{2)TZ R-symmetry. The global 
symmetry SU{2)^ rotates the scalars in the adjoint hypermultiplet. There is 
also a baryonic (J{1)B which is a subgroup of the l^{lVf) flavour group. The 
fundamental superfields Q^ (Qr) are charged +1 (-1) under U{1)B, while the 
adjoint fields are inert. 
4.5.2 The Probe Brane Correspondence 
The term 'probe brane' in a brane intersection refers to the brane which is small 
in number compared to the other brane. For example, in D3 - D7 intersection, 
we are taking Nf D7 branes and N D3 branes. Here, as D7 is introduced 
to construct the flavour degrees of freedom and as we are working in largo N 
limit, Nf is smaller than A^  and D7 is the probe brane [25]. As the probe brane 
is small in number, in most of the case, back-reaction of the brane is always 
ignored. 
The A/" = 4 degrees of freedom are described by supergravity on AdSs x S^ 
as before. However there are new degrees of freedom corresponding to the 
D7 brane probe within the ten-dimensional curved space. The low-energy de-
grees of freedom of this brane are described by the Dirac-Born-Infeld action. 
This correspond to open string fluctuations on the D7 probe and the minimum 
action configuration for the D7 brane probe corresponds to a probe configu-
ration which asymptotically near the boundary wraps an AdSr, x S^ subspace 
of AdSs X S^. The duality states that in addition to the original AdS/CFT 
duality, gauge invariant field theory operators involving fundamental fields, are 
mapped to fluctuations of the D7 brane probe inside AdS^ x S^. 
The dynamics of bosonic part of the D7 probe is described by the combined 
Dirac-Born-Infeld and Chern-Simons actions [7] 
SD7 = -in I d^i^J- det {P[GU + 2-Ka'Fab) 
+ ^ ^ ^ / ^ 7 / p [ C ( 4 ' ] A F A F (4.64) 
/iy = [{2'KyggUi^Y^ is the D7-brane tension and P denotes the pullback of 
a bulk field to the world-volume of the brane. Fab is the world-volume field 
strength. 
We can also write the metric of the AdS^ x 5^ in the form, 
ds^ = —Tjijdx'dx^ + —{dp^ + P^dQJ + dwl + dwl). (4.65) 
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with p^ = wj + ... + iL'l, r^ = j? -\- w\ + vj\, then the action for a static D7 
embedding (with Fab zero on its world-volume) is given up to angular factors 
from (4.64) by 
SDI = -/X7 f d'^ p3 ^ 1 + ^^2 + ,^ ,2 ^  (4 66) 
where a dot indicates a p derivative. The ground state configuration of the 




^1 + wl + wl dp 
= 0, (4.67) 
where w denotes either wr, or wg and we can minimize the action by setting 
an arbitrary value to w^ or WQ. Therefore, the D7 brane probe lies in the flat 
space. 
If the D7 brane probe is separated from the stack of D3 brane in either the 
w^ or WQ directions, then the hypermultiplet acquires a mass. If we locate the 
D7 brane in w^ — WQ plane at a separation L then the induced metric is given 
by [23], [25] 
ds' = f^±Jl^^^dx^dx^ + -^^,dp' + ^ ^ r f ^ ^ a ' , (4.68) 
where p^ = r'^ — L^ and fl^ are spherical coordinates in the w1W2W3W4-spa.ce. 
For p —> 00, this is the metric of AdS^ x S^. When p = 0 {i.e. r^ = L^), the 
radius of the S^ shrinks to zero. From a five-dimensional AdS point of view, 
the D7 brane probe seems to 'end' at this value of the AdS radial coordinate, 
as shown in Fig.( 4.7). When L = 0, the quarks are massless and the theory 
is classically conformal. Quantum mechanically the ,3 function for the large 
N theory is proportional to v&tioNf/N and in the probe approximation i.e . 
Nf << N which goes to zero. 
The scalar mode with dimension A = 3 {i.e. supergravity mass M^^^^^ = 
A(A — 4) = —3) maps to the fermion bilinear ipip in the dual field theory. This 
mode corresponds to an imaginary AdS mass. However this mass is above 
the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [27, 28] for AdSc {M^p = —4) and thus 
guarantees stability. For this it is important that the D7 branes do not carry 
any not charge from the five-dimensional point of view, since they wrap a 
topologically trivial cycle with zero flux [22]. 
4.5.3 D7 Brane Fluctuations 
Various fluctuations of the D7 brane give raise to different hadronic states. For 
example, let us first consider scalar fluctuations. 
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Fig. 4.7: Gravity dual in presence of a fundamental hypermultiplet with finite mass 
m. The D7 brane probe is shown in blue. In this case, the radius of the 
S^ wrapped by the D7 brane probe becomes a function of the AdS radial 
direction r. At r = L, the radius of the 5^ shrinks to zero, and the D7 
probe does not extend any further into the interior of AdS space [26]. 
Scalar Fluctuations 
Sccilar fluctuations of D7 brane has been discussed in [29, 22]. The directions 
W5 and We are chosen as the transverse directions to the D7 brane and thus 
the embedding is as follows, 
Ws = 0 + Swr:,, We = L + 6we , (4.69) 
where Sw^ and Swe are the transverse scalar fluctuations shown in Fig.(4.8). 
The relevant part of the Lagrangian density to the quadratic order is, 
C ~ -firV-detgaj, (l + ^f^g^d,^dd<^^ . (4.70) 
Here, $ is used to denote either of the (real) fluctuations, Sw^^ and gab is 
the induced metric on the D7 world-volume as given by (4.68). In spherical 
coordinates with r"^ — p^ + L^ the equation of motion becomes 
d. 
'• (T?!^''"'**) 0. (4.71). 
£3 is the metric on the unit sphere spanned by (p, Qs). 
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Fig. 4.8: Fluctuations of the 5^ wrapped by the D7 probe inside S^. These modes 
give rise to the meson masses. 
The equation of motion can be expanded as 
(^2+1^)2^^^M^ + Js^iP%^) + ^V'^V,$ = 0 , (4.72) 
where Vj is the covariant derivative on the three-sphere. Using separation of 
variables, an ansatz for the modes may be written as 
$ = (P{p)e'^-^y\S^) , (4.73) 
where y^{S^) are the scalar spherical harmonics on 5^, which satisfy 
V^V^y = -£(£ + 2 ) y . (4.74) 
The meson masses are defined by M^ = —k'^ for the wave vector A; introduced 
in (4.73). 
Then equation (4.72) gives rise to an equation for (p{p) that, with the re-
definitions 
S={. ^^' = - ^ ' (4.75) 
becomes 
a > + -a,(/)+ ( 7 — ^ ^ ^ - ^-^^^^ ) 0 = 0. (4.76) . 2 . 3 ^ , / M2 £(^ + 2) 
This equation may be solved in terms of a hypergeometric function. Imposing 
normalizability, the solution is [29] 
M = (^ 2 + L^^n^M F{-{n + £+l),-n-i + 2; -p'/L') (4.77) 
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with 
M 2 = 4(n + ^ + l)(n + ^ + 2) . (4.78) 
Using this, and M^ = —/c^  = M'^L'^/R^, the four-dimensional mass spectrum 
of scalar mesons is given by 
2L 
K{n,^) = -^^/{n + i+l){n + i + 2) . (4.79) 
Normalizability of the modes results in a discrete spectrum with a mass scale 
set by L, the position of the D7-brane. 
Fermionic Fluctuations 
The spectrum of fermionic fluctuations of the D7-brano has been studied in [301. 
The operators we interested are the supersymmetric partners of the meson like 
spectrum. That is, fluctuations that are dual to so-called ''mesino" operators 
which are the fermionic superpartners of the mesons. These operators have tlie 
form 
Ti = qX'i>i + il',X'q, (4.80) 
Gi'' = ^^4KcX'-S>J+(rX^XacX'-'q"', {A, B,C = 1.2) (4.81) 
which have the conformal dimensions A = | -|-^ (£ > 0) and A = ^ + i {£ > 1), 
respectively. As their bosonic partners, mesinos have fundamental fields at 
their ends. The spinors A^ ^^ i {A = 1,2) have the 50(4) quantum numbers 
(^,0) and belong to the adjoint hypermultiplets ($i, $2)-
The operators T^ and Qf^ have the following quantum rmmbers under the 
global symmetries of the theory: Since g™, •0* and X^ have the 50(4) quantum 
numbers (0, | ) , (0,0) and ( | , | ) , respectively, T^ transforms in the ( | , ~^) of 
50(4) ^ 5f/(2)$ X SU{2)n. The U{1)R charge of J'i is +1 . Since the adjoint 
spinors A^^ has the 50(4) quantum numbers (^,0), the operators Q^ transform 
in the ( ^ , | ) representations of 50(4). The (7(1)/? charge of ^^ (-1-1) is the 
same as for the operators J^^. 
The dual fluctuations must have spin ^ and are described by the fermionic 
part of the D7-brane action, that is the supersymmetric completion of the 
Dirac-Born-Infeld action. This action is given in an explicit form by [31] 
sLr = "fJ Av/^diF^^^-r^(D. + l:^F^,^nsr^'^'''r,)^i. 
(4.82) 
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Here "^^  are the world-volume coordinates {A = 0, ...,7) which, in static gauge, 
will be identified with the space-time coordinates t. x^, ....x"^. The field 'P 
is the ten-dimensional positive chirality Majorana-Weyl spiiior of type IIB 
string theory and T^ is the pullback of the ten-dimensional gamma matrix 
TM {M.N,... = 0, ...,9), r ^ = TMOAX^. The integration goes over the 
world-volume of the D7-brane which wraps a sub-manifold of AdS^ x S^ which 
asymptotes to AdS^ x S^. The spinor ^ = ^ ( x ^ , 6"^) depends on the coordi-
nates x ^ of AdS^ and the three angles 0" = (^\ 6'^ d^) of the three-sphere 5^. 
The operator V^ is a K-symmetry projector ensuring K-symmetry invariance 
of the action. The action Soy = S'j^j + S{,^ with 5 ,^7 and SQ-J given by (4.64) 
and (4.82) is therefore invariant under supersymmetries corresponding to any 
bulk Killing spinor. 
The equation of motion is obtained in [22] as. 
^[^n,,R-lf-\ + {rnJi-l)Y) '^k±{p) = ^ ( ^ > 0 ) , (4.83) 
where r"^ = p^ + L"^, and the distance L is proportional to the quark mass m.,, 
L = 27ra'm.q. m^R represents one of the masses 
m ,^+ /?, = f + £, rrn^.R =-{\ + i) . (4.84) 
and the fluctuations are assumed to be of plane-wave type, 
1'(3:,p) = ^.,±(p)e''="-"xf 
where •4)t,± and x^ are spinors on 74^55 and 5^, respectively. 
The fluctuation equation (4.83) can now be solved in terms of hypergoo-
metric functions. For instance, for the fluctuations •0^ ,+ the solution is given 
in [22] as, 
XIH,+ = u+g'+' (l + ^2)~K2A + §) p^_x,£-X + 2,e + 3, -g^) 
+ u_g' (1 + ^2)"^^'^ + ' ) f^^X-l,i-X + 2,e + 2,-g^). 
(4.85) 
where p is rescaled g = f, M^ = Ml^, and defined A by M^ ^ 4 A(A + 1). The 
spinors satisfy yu± = ±u± and u_ = -^-j^u+. 
In order for the solution to be well-behaved at large radii, ^ —> oo, the 
solution is subjected to the quantization condition 
-n = l-X + 2. (4.86) 
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Solving this for M^, the fluctuation masses are obtained as [22] 
M^ = A{n + i + 2){n + i + 3) (4.87) 
which is the spectrum of the operators Q^. The spectrum of T^ is obtained in 
a similar way by solving the equations of motion for i/'^,-. 
Form factors for the interactions between the mesons can be computed from 
higher order terms in the DBI action and the heavy light mesons are obtained 
by placing D7 branes at a separation in different directions wr, or WQ [22]. 
We have discussed gauge string duality - AdS/CFT in detail. This corre-
spondence connects a string theory living on the bulk of AdS space to a theory 
living on the boundary of AdS and it is a duality between two different descrip-
tions, that is, when the gauge theory is strongly coupled the string theory is 
weakly coupled and vice versa. AdS/CFT correspondence also gives a notion 
of holography and the holographic description has many implications in the 
study of black hole and QCD. Holographic dual of QCD gives expectations 
that a string theory description of QCD physics is possible and this led to the 
formulation of AdS/QCD models - a new approach to study QCD through 
string theory using the dictionary of AdS/CFT correspondence. 
5. AdS/QCD 
There have a lot of hard works been done to study QCD from string theory 
since the discovery of AdS/ CFT correspondence. Earher QCD in the 't Hooft's 
large A^  limit was thought to be a string theory. The expectation to find a string 
theory description of QCD further increased when Maldacena [11] showed that 
a string theory living in the AdS background is same as the A'^  = 4 Yang Mill 
theory living at the boundary of AdS^. Although considerable simplification 
is obtained in the large N limit of QCD, corresponding to planar diagram ap-
proximation of the theory, its resolution in infrared region remains as one of 
the long standing intricate problems of particle physics [13]. The best available 
tool to extract information from the non - perturbative region of QCD is the 
numerical lattice simulations. Apart from these numerical methods there are 
some new developments in string theory to study the non perturbative region 
of QCD. Inspired from AdS/CFT correspondence, some extra dimensional ap-
proaches have been modeled to study hadronic resonances. All such models 
are known as AdS/ QCD models. There are two complementary classes of 
AdS/QCD models: top-down models rooted in string theory, and phenomeno-
logical bottom-up models. The benefit of top-down models is that both sides 
of the AdS/CFT duality are often well understood while there are built in 
properties of QCD in the bottom-up models. 
This chapter is arranged as follows. In section 5.1 we will introduce top-
down models of AdS/CFT and its applications. In section 5.2 we introduce 
the Bottom up models and hard wall model and in the next section we will 
discuss soft wall models and its applications. In section 5.4 we will show how 
chiral symrrmietry breaking is incorporated in soft wall models. 
5.1 Top - down Approach 
In the top-down approach, a brane configuration in string theory is engi-
neered whose low energy spectrum of open-string fluctuations has a known 
field-theoretic interpretation. There exists a dual description for some brane 
constructions describing large-TV gauge theories with large 't Hooft coupling 
^^ A'^ , in terms of supergravity on a fixed space-time background [l] via the 
AdS/CFT correspondence. The basic dictionary between the dual theories was 
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mapped out independently by Witten [3] and Gubser, Klebanov and Polyakov 
[4]. There are a large number of examples of field theories with supergravity 
duals. The field theory can be confining with chiral syiinnetry breaking, which 
in those respects is similar to QCD. Some examples of confining theories with 
known supergravity duals are the N = 1 theory of Polchinski and Strassler 
[5], the Klebanov-Strassler cascading gauge theory [6], the D3-D7 system of 
Kruczenski et al. [7], and the D4-D8 system of Sakai and Sugimoto [8]. Sakai 
and Sugimoto model is more closely related to QCD and we will review some 
of the aspects of this model here. 
5.1.1 Sakai - Sugimoto Model 
In this model holographic model is constructed by using D4- branes and D8-
branes in type II A string theory. The brane configuration in the weakly 
coupled regime is given by Nc D4-branes compactified on a supersymmetry 
breaking S^ and Nf D8-D8 pairs transverse to this S. This system is T-dual to 
the D3/D9/D9 system where anti-periodic boundary conditions are imposed 
for the fermions on the D4-branes which break SUSY and unwanted fields 
become massive. 
0 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7 8 9 
D4 o o o o o (5.1) 
D8-D8 o o o o o o o o o 
The x^ direction is compactified on a circle of radius M^^ with anti-periodic 
boundary condition for the fermions. For energy scales lower than MKK, we ef-
fectively obtain a four-dimensional U{Nc) gauge theory in the D4-brane world-
volume. Due to the boundary condition along the S^, the fermions that arise 
from 4-4 strings (the open strings with both ends attached to the D4-brane) 
acquire masses of order M^^, and the supersymmetry is thereby completely 
broken. Therefore, the massless modes of the 4-4 strings consist of the gauge 
field A,i [fi = 0,1,2,3) and the scalar fields ^4 , which is the x'^ compo-
nent of the five-dimensional gauge field on the D4-brane, and $* (i = 5. • • • , 9). 
From the 4-8 strings and 4-8 strings (the open strings with one end attached to 
the D4-brane and the other end to the D8-brane and D8-brane, respectively), 
we obtain Nf flavors of massless fermions, which belong to the fundamental 
representation of the U{Nc) gauge group. We interpret these fermions as quarks 
in QCD. The chirality of the fermions created by 4-8 strings is opposite to that 
created by the 4-8 strings. Therefore the U{Nf)Ds x U{Nf)^ gauge symmetry 
of the Nf D8-D8 pairs is interpreted as the U{Nf)i x U{Nf)R chiral symmetry 
of QCD. Thus the U{Nf)i x U{Nf)ji chiral symmetry in QCD is realized as 
the gauge symmetry of the NfD8 — DS pairs. 
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Fig. 5.1: A sketch of D8 and D8 branes. 
We could add a mass term for the quarks by including the tachyon field 
created by the 8-8 string [69] and we make the tachyon field massive by sepa-
rating the D8-branes and D8-branes along the x'^ direction, as depicted on the 







where A.r is the distance between the D8-branes and the D8-branes. We can 
make this mode massive by choosing Ax'^ > \/2TIIS. 
The D4 background we consider here consists of Nc flat D4-branes with 
one of the spatial world-volume directions compactifiod on i>'\ along which 
anti-periodic boundary conditions are imposed for fermions. This background 
yields a holographic dual of four-dimensional pure Yang-Mill theory at low 
energies[19]. 
The D4-brane background metric is obtained in [70]as, 
ds^ - J {r^^^dx^dx" + !{U)dT') + [jj'j 
e^ = Qs 
3/2 
3/4 2-KN 





where .x'' (//, = 0,1, 2,3) and r are the directions along which the D4-brane is 
extended. d^\, £4 and V4 = 87r^/3 are the line element, the volume form and 
the volume of a unit 5'*, respectively. R and [/KK are constant parameters. R 
is related to the string coupling y^  and string length Is as 7i''^  = ngsNJ^. 
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We consider a D8-brane embedded in the D4 background with U = U{T) 
Then the induced metric on the D8-brane is given by [17] [18] 
3/2 //fA /^^  /R\^^^ rr'^ \ 
dsls = ( ^  ) V^.dx'^dx^ + h s fiU) + { Tr) TFTTA dr' 
U) " ""^ ' + Nrr U'dVL 
2 j r >2 
(5.4) 
where x^ {n = 0,1,2,3) and r are the directions along which the D4-brane 
is extended. dQ^, £4 and V4 = STT^/S are the line element, the volume form and 
the volume of a unit 5'*, respectively. R and t/KK are constant parameters. R 
is related to the string coupling g^ and string length /« as R^ = T^fJs^J^-
The effective action on the probe D8-brane embedded in the background 
(5.4) consists of two parts. One is the (non-Abelian) DBI action, and the other 
is the CS term. After the Kaluza -Klein reduction on S4, the leading terms in 




The CS term is 
= .Jd^xd^tr 
r) ' ' ^ III/ ' •' HZ 




where U!s{A) is the Chern-Simons five-form written in terms of the five - di-
mensional differential form A = A^^dx'^ + Azdz as 
u,{A)=tx(^AF'-]^A'F+yA , (5.8) 
and Af* x i? is the five-dimensional space-time parameterized by (x'', z). 
Gauge Fields 
The gauge fields on the D8 probe configuration in D4 background explained 
above has 9 components. A^ (^ = 0,1,2,3), ^z and Aa (a = 5,6,7,8, the 
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coordinates on the 5"*). As we are mainly interested in the 50(5) singlet states, 
we set Aa = 0 and assume that A^ and A^ are independent of the coordinates 
on the S"*. In order to obtain 4 D meson fields from hvc dimensional gauge 
fields, we expand the gauge field as, 
oo 
/l,(,^ •^^) = Y^nl:^\xnM^) (5.9) 
n=l 
oo 
/l,(x•^^) = <^(°)(.x^),^ o(^) + 5^V (^"H-^ -")</-'n(2) (5.10) 
we assume here that the gauge field asymptotically vanishes AM{X^, z) ^ 0 as 
z -^ ±cxo. The residual gauge transformation that does not violate this con-
dition is obtained with a gauge function g{;.v}\z) that asymptotically becomes 
constant: g{x^,z) -^ g± as z -^ ±co. We interpret {g+,g_) as an element of 
the chiral symmetry group U{Nf)L x U{Nf)ji in QCD with Nf massless flavors. 
In order to diagonalize the kinetic terms and the mass terms of the four-
dimensional fields Bfj!^ {x^) and ip^^\x^), we choose the functions tpniz) to be 
eigenfunctions satisfying the equation 
-K'/'d,{Kd,iJ^n) = KVn (5.11) 
where A„ is the eigenvalue, and the normalization condition is taken to be 
K / riz R-i/VnV^^ = ()•„„, (5.12) 
The functions 0„(-2) are chosen to satisfy 4>n{z)d = dz'^l'ni,^) (n > 1) and 
(f)Q{z) = \/{^JTIKK{z)), with the normahzation condition 
K / dzK(()n(f)m = Snm (5.13) 
and the action (5.5) becomes, 
S^^' ~ d'xtv 
-•DS f id,'/'^? 
n=l ^'^ 
-I- (interaction terms) (5.14) 
Here we have a massless scalar field, (/P^ °^  , which is the Nambu-Goldstone boson 
associated with the chiral symmetry breaking and a tower of massive vector 
fields, B^ , of mass squared A„. We interpret (f^^^ as the massless pion field 
and 5,, as vector meson fields. 
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5.1.2 Holographic Baryon 
In D4/ D8 model[17] it has been found that the pion effective action obtained 
from the 5d YM theory is identically that of the skyrme model, in which 
baryons appear as solitons, called Skyrmions. It has been argued [17, 18, 36, 
37, 14] in the context of AdS/CFT that baryons are constructed from D-branes 
wrapped on non-trivial cycles. In the case of the D4/D8 model, baryons are 
identified as D4-branes wrapped on a non-trivial four-cycle in the D4 back-
ground and the baryon number of skyrmion is equivalent to the instantone 
number in the five dimensional YM theory. 
To investigate static aspects of baryons described as instantons in the 5d 
YM-CS theory fornmlated in the D4/D8 model we consider two-flavor case, 
Nf = 2 and construct a soliton solution of the 5d YM that carries a unit baryon 
number. The model consists of YM-CS theory with gauge group U{Nf) in a 
five dimensional curved background which is obtained from the The effective 




- SYM + Scs , 
- - . / d ' r i z t r i h(z)rl + k{z)j^f„ 
- 24.J„..«"=(^' • (5.15) 
Here, fi.v = 0,1,2,3 are four-dimensional Lorentz indices, and z is the 
coordinate of the fifth dimension. The quantity A = Aadx° = A^dx'^ + 
Azdz {a = 0,1,2,3, z) is the five-dimensional U{Nf) gauge field and J-" = 
^Tapdx" A dx^ = dA + iA /\ A is its field strength. The constant K is related 
to the 't Hooft coupling A and the number of colors Nc as 
XN 
' = = 2 T f t ? 5 - ' ' ^ ^ - (5.16) 
The mass scale of the model is given by a parameter MKKI which is the only 
dimensionful parameter of the model and which is set equal to unity MKK = 1 
unit. The functions h{z) and k{z) are given by [37] 
/i(2) = (1 + z2)-i/3 ^ k{z) = l + z \ (5.17) 
and u}5{A) is the CS 5-form defined as 
uj,{A) = tv(AT'-'-A'J'-^A') . (5.18) 
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The U{2) gauge field A is decomposed as 
c=o 
(5.19) 
where r° (a = 1, 2, 3) are Pauh matrices and r*^  = I2 is a unit matrix of size 2. 
The baryon in this model corresponds to a sohton with a nontrivial in-
stanton number on the four-dimensional space parameterized by x'^ {M = 
1,2,3,2). The instanton number is interpreted as the baryon number A^^ , 
where 
^^ ~ 647r2 / '^^'^^^ '~^hM2M-iM^pM^M2^MiMi (5.20) 
as observed in Refs. [37] and [41], the center of the instanton solution is located 
at z = 0 and its size is of order A"^/^, and hence we can focus on a tiny region 
around z = 0 for large A, in which the warp factors h(yZ) and kiyz) can be 
approximated by 1. Then it follows that the static baryon configuration is 
given by the BPST instanton solution with the f/(l) electric field of the form 




e + p^ .7(.x-) = 
{z~Z)-i{x-X)-T 
(5.22) 
with X'^ = {X\X'^, X ^ Z) = {X, Z) being the position of the soliton in the 
spatial R^ direction and the instanton size p 
Substituting this configuration into the action and taking the nontrivial z 
dependence of the background into account as a 1/A correction, we find that 
p and Z have a potential of the form 
U{p, Z) = Sn^K ( 1 + ^ + N' ^__1_ Z^ 6 ' 5(8^2^)2 p2 + 3 
which is minimized at 
Pel 87r2KV5' 
^ci = 0 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
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In order to quantize the soliton, we use the ruoduh space approximation 
method [44, 45] and then the system is reduced to the quantum mechanics 
on the instanton moduh space. The SU{2) one-instanton moduh space is 
simply given by A1 ~ /?^ x R'^/Z2, which is parameterized by {X, Z) and yi 
(/ = 1,2,3,4) with the Z2 action yj —> —yj. The size of the instanton p 
is related to yi hy p = \Jy\ + • • • + 2/4, and a/ = yijp represent the SU{2) 
orientations of the instanton. The Lagrangian of the collective motion of the 
soliton was obtained in Ref. [37] as 
L = ^{X^ + Z') + Mo y] - Uip, Z), (5.25) 
where A/Q = STT'^K. The Hamiltonian is given by 
with the canonical momenta 
P = MoX = -i~^, Pz = MoZ = -i—, Uj = 2Moyi = - i ~ (5.27) 
dX c)Z c)yi 
Writing the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian as 
,p{yj) = R{p)T^^\aj) , (5.28) 
and solving the Schrdinger equation we will get the energy eigenstates as, 
Ey = iJpiT+ 2np + 2) 
with Up = 0,1, 2, • • • and / = 0,1, 2, • • •. 
E , = „ , ( „ . . + l ) = ? ^ , (5.30) 
with n^ = 0,1, 2, • • •. Adding Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30), we obtain the following 
baryon mass formula: 
M . M „ . / ( l ± l £ . l ^ | + ? i = . ± | l ± i (5.31, 
This system has an S0(4) ~ {SU{2)i x SU{2)j)/Z2 rotational symmetry 
acting on y^. Here SU{2)j and SU{2)j are interpreted as the isospin and spin 
rotations, respectively, and they act on y = y'* + zy^r" as 
y -> giygj (5-32) 
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Tab. 5.1: Baryon masses computed for different quantum numbers 
{np,n^) 
N{1 = 1) 




(0,1) (1,0) (1,1) (2,0)/(0,2) 
1348+ 1348- 1756- 1756+,1756+ 
1648+ 1648- 2036- 2056+,2056+ 




'abc y dif (5.33) 
respectively. From this, we have /^ = J^ and, hence, only baryons with I = J 
appear in this approach. 
Quantum states of the baryon can be labeled using quantum numbers of 
isospin/spin I — J ~ / /2 , (/ = 1,3,5, • • •), the eigenvalues of the third com-
ponents of isospin and spin operators I^ and J^, and the quantum rmrnbers 
Up = 0.1. 2. • • • and n^ = 0,1,2, • • •, which label the excitation numbers of 
(almost) harmonic oscillators in p and Z, respectively. For example, the 
proton and neutron have quantum rmrnbers {l,Io„np,nz) = (1.1/2,0.0) and 
(/, /a. Up, riz) = (1, —1/2,0,0), respectively. The corresponding wave functions 
are normalized spin/isospin states [35] 
\P t) = -ii + ^y')/p , lp i) = --iv' - ^v^)l9 
•n IT 
n t ) = - ( y ' + ty')/p , \ni) = —{y'- ty')/p , TT 
multiplied by the following p and Z wave functions, 
„ L - = ^ R{p)^p^e-^^'' , MZ) = e~-^ mz'^Z 72 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
with f = - 1 + 2v^l + N^/b, Up = 1/VQ, and uz = vWS- The functions R{p) 
and ipz{Z) should be multiplied by normalization factors. 
The baryons masses obtained using this Mass formula (5.31) is slightly 
greater than the experimental results and if we choose Mkk = 500i\/eV instead 
of Mkk = 1 as in consistent with p meson it could be more closer to the 
observed data as it is observed in [36] and the calculated baryon masses for 
different quantum rmmbcrs arc listed in the Tabic (5.1). ^ 
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Nuclear Potential 
A model for two baryon system is developed in [38]. A two instanton solution 
is constructed by employing ADHM construction of instantons and the nuclear 
force at short distance is obtained as, 
Vcm) = ^ (f + jil^^JUl)) y ^ , (5.36) 
^T(k1)=f/r/,"^i^. (5.37) 
where Vc(|r|) is the central potential and it shows a strong repulsive core. 
^ 'T(I ' I ) is is tensorial potential and is negative for / = 0 and is consistent 
with experimental observation. |r|~^ dependence of the nuclear potential is 
peculiar to the physics with one extra spatial dimension, and thus it is a direct 
consequence of the holographic approach to QCD. 
Three body nuclear force [40] and radius of nucleus [39] are calculated using 
holographic QCD models and are giving surprisingly qualitative results. These 
results are exciting because there are no more theoretical calculations except 
some lattice QCD results. We can also study nuclear structure and properties 
of alpha particles using these models in future. 
5.2 Bottom - up Approach 
In the bottom-up approach, keeping the spirit of AdS/ CFT correspondence, a 
holographic dual of QCD is constructed beginning from 5 dimensional gravity 
theory. The field content of the 5D theory is chosen to reproduce holographi-
cally the dynamics of chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. The model has four 
free parameters, one of which is fixed by the number of colors: the remaining 
three parameters can be fitted using three well-measured observables, e.g., the 
p meson mass, the pion mass, and the pion decay constant. In QCD, there is 
an infinitely many operators, but as far as chiral dynamics is concerned, wc 
can restrict ourselves to a certain set of operators, which are the left and right-
conserved chiral currentJ^"^ = qL,R'y^i°'<iL,R , where i"s are SU{Nf) flavor gen-
erators and chiral condensate (j^Qi, where a and p are SU{Nf) flavor indices 
in fundamental representation. With respect to those operators, one is able to 
assign 5 - dimensional bulk fields. This is summarized in Table 5.2. 
The system consists of SU{Nf)L x SU{Nf)a gauged flavor theory with a 
bulk scalar field X, which belongs to bi-fundamental representation under the 
gauge groups. The scalar field X is taken as, 
X = Xoe^^"'^ (5.38) 
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Tab. 5.2: Operators/fields of the model 
4D: 0{x) 5D:0(x,2) p A (mg 
gLrt^QL Al^ 1 3 0 
QRYf^qR A%^ 1 3 0 
q%ql {2/z)X'-^ 0 3 - 3 
XQ is the field that describes the quark mass and condensate and TT" are the 
.-V? — 1 pion fields. 
There are two different approaches in the Botturn-up models depending 
upon the boundary conditions of the holographic coordinate z. In the hard wall 
model an infrared(IR) length scale is introduced and the AdS^ is truncated by 
compactifying the holographic coordinate 0 < 2 < 2:,,, where the IR cut off is 
related to the QCD mass gap KQCD < V-^ m- But the spectrum of the hard wall 
models shows Kaluza - Klein behaviour instead of expected Regge behaviour. 
Soft wall models with a smooth IR cut off through a background dilaton field 
is introduced to remedy this situation and the spectrum reproduces the Regge 
behaviour. 
5.2.1 Hard Wall Model 
The 5-d action in the bulk is given by [71]. 
5 = jd'x v ^ tr{|DX|2 + 3|Xp - ^ ( F | + FD] (5.39) 
where D^X = df^X-iAi^X+iXARf,, AL,R = Alj^t'', and F^^ = d^A^-d^A^-
i[Af^, A^]. where the background metric is taken as 5 dimensional anti-de Sitter 
space AdS^. 
ds^ = \{-dz^ + dx^dx^), 0 < z < Zm- (5.40) 
Here /L/,, U runs from 0 to 3 and e and Zm aie the inverse of UV and IR cutoff 
scales,respectively. 
The fifth coordinate z corresponds to the energy scale, as higher energy 
QCD physics is reflected by the behavior of the fields closer to the AdS bound-
ary z = 0: Q ~ l/z. By virtue of the conformal isometry of the AdS space, in 
such a model the running of the QCD gauge coupling is neglected in a window 
of scales until an infrared (IR) scale Qm ~ l/zm-To make the theory confining, 
one introduces an IR cutoff in the metric at z = Zm where space-time ends. 
The gauge invariance in the 5D theory corresponds to the conservation 
of the global symmetry current in the 4D theory. Gauge invariant boundary 
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conditions, {Fi)^^ = {FR)ZH = 0 are imposed at z = Zm- We will work in the 
gauge ylz = 0 and neglect boundary terms in the Lagrangian. In this case our 







Fig. 5.2: defornimg AdS introducing infrared wall 
5-dimensional bulk scalar mass are defined through the dictionary of AdS 
/ CFT correspondence as follows: 
M | = A(A - 4) = - 3 (5,41] 
where A denotes a conformal dimension of the operator in 4 dimension. Then 
the classical equation of motion for X is written as, 
1 1 A4^ (5.42) 
Which has a solution, the expectation value of the field X, satisfying the UV 
boundary condition (2/f;)X(c) = M for quark mass matrix M: 
Xo{z) = ^Mz + -i:z\ (5.43) 
The matrix S, the chiral condensate, is an input parameter in the model. But 
it can also be determined by the IR boundary condition on X. The meaning 
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of E in QCD can be found by calculating the variation of the vacuum energy 
with respect to M [16]. E""^  = {Q^'Q^) and we take S = (TINJXNJ and M = 
yn.glNfxNf Here we will focus on only Nj = 2 lightest flavors and f^ = fT"/2, 
where cr" are the Pauli matrices. 
According to AdS/CFT dictionary, the 4-dimensional generating function-
als of the correlators is related to the 5d effective action as, 
W4D[M^)] = S5D,ciA^{oc,e)] at (/)(x, e) = 0o(x). (5.44) 
Thus the QCD correlation functions can therefore be obtained by differentiat-
ing the 5D effective action with respect to the sources at the boundary of AdS. 
The value of each bulk field at the boundary z = e —>• 0 be given by the source 
(j) of the corresponding 4D operatorC 
Introducing the vector field as V = {AL + A]I)/2, one finds, in the \4(.x, z) = 
0 gauge, the equation of motion for the transverse part of the gauge field: 
a. 05.y;(9,2)) + ^v;(g,z) 0. (5.45) 
Here Vi^{q, z) is the 4D Fourier transform of V^(x, z) 
The action at the boundary is. 
S=-^^ jd^'x (-V^d.V^"'] . (5.46) ^ /•.. / I , 
If V"Q'^ "('7) is the Fourier transform of the source of the vector current ./^ = 
q-y^if^q at the boundary then letting V^{q,z) = V{q,z)VQ\q), we require that 
V{q,e) = 1. Differentiating twice with respect to the source Vo, we arrive at 
the vector current two-point function, 
le">^{r^{x)Jtm = S^\q,q^-q'g,^)Uy{Q')^ (5.47a) 
1 d,V{q,z) 
U^{-q') = - 2n2 9iQ (5.47b) 
where Q'^ = —g .^ For large Euclidean Q^ we only need to know V{q, z) near 
the boundary, 
V{Q.z) = l + ^\n{Q''z') + ... (5.48) 
which up to contact terms gives 
nv(Q' ) = - ; ^ l n g ^ (5.49) 
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In perturbative QCD, the vector current correlator T[y{Q'^) up to the lead-
ing order in QCD is obtained in [72] as, 
nv(Q') -N 247r2 ln{Cf) 
Comparing this with eq.(5.49) the 5-d couping is determined as, 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
Similarly we can solve for p mesons choosing V = y(r)e*P-^with V{r),p'^ = 
-A/^ fallling to zero as r —>• oo choosing appropriate boundary conditions at 
the hard wall. Masses and decay constants of p mesons, pions and ai are 
studied in [71] and a good fit to QCD is obtained to QCD and table (5.3) 
summarizes the results of[71]. 
Tab. 5.3: Results of the model for QCD observables. Model A is a fit of the three 





































5.3 Soft Wall Model 
The chiral symmetry restoration and the higher spin mesons are studied in the 
hard wall model [73]. For high excitation number n > > 1, the spectrum of 
the mass squared, n/,^, grows as n^ instead of n as the data shows. Fig. 5.3 
shows the plot of m„ vs n of few p resonances. It is observed in [75] that the 
spectrum of higly excited meson is crucially depended on the infrared region 
rather than ultraviolet behaviour of AdS/QCD. So a soft infrared boundary 
condition through a background dialaton field is introduced instead of a hard 
wall z = Zm [75]. 
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T i 






Fig. 5.3: Tho squared masses of the first few resonances versus their consecutive 
number n [74]. The straight hne is the fit m^ n 
The soft wall model also work on a cut off AdS space as in the hard wall 
model but, a smooth cut off is introduced instead of IR hard wall cut off. 
The background fields considered are dilaton fields (p and the metric QMN-
The mesons in this model are described by the 5-d fields propagating on this 
background with the action given by [75]. 
/ = / cfxy/ge' (5.52) 
where C is the Lagrangiaii density and g = IQMN]-
A generic background is chosen as, 
gMN dx^'dx^ = c^^^'\dz'^ + y^^dx^'dx''); (5.53) 
^ = ^{z); (5.54) 
where rjf^y = d iag( - l , 1,1,1) and the parameters (f){z) and ^4(2) have been 
chosen to reproduce the Regge spectrum. The conformal coordinate z has a 
range 0 < 2 < 1. It is shown in [75] that the constraints A{z) = —log{z) and 
(p(-;) = Az^  helps to reproduce the linear trajectories of mesons for the action, 
I = Jd'xe-^^^^^S^-\DX\' + 3\X\' - ^^{Fl + F'^)^ (5.55) 
with gl = 127T'^/NC and the spectrum for p mesons is found as obeying the 
relation, 
m 2 = 4 ( n + l ) (5.56) 
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5.4 Chiral Symmetry Breaking in Soft Wall Model 
The long standing problem of the Standard Model of particle interaction is 
the origin of particle mass in the nature. It was believed , in the early stages 
of the evolution of universe just after the Big Bang, that the fundamental 
degrees of freedom associated with each fundamental forces were unified to a 
single one with vanishing mass. However, after the very hot universe expanded 
and cooled the degrees of freedom for each fundamental force acquired a non 
zero mass and the previous symmetry was spontaneously broken. The relevant 
symmetry of QCD which was broken spontaneously was chiral symmetry and 
according to Goldstone's theorem there used to be a massless scalar associated 
with a spontaneous breaking of a symmetry. The massless scalar which is 
associated with the chiral symmetry is considered as pions as pios mass is 
negligible compared to hadron masses. 
The chiral symmetry in QCD can be explained by looking at the Dirac 
Lagrangian. 
C = ii{i-i''d^, - m)^ (5.57) 
Expressing the quark spinor in chiral component ip = xpji + ipi, we can write 
the fermionic Lagrangian in Weyl representation as, 
C = i/jiitjf,d,,ii':ji + 0L''7''<^M^L - m(4)ai>L + i'li^a) (5.58) 
Now it is clear from the above expression that the Lagrangian is symmetric un-
der the exchange of chiral fermions if mass of the fermions is zero. Now if there 
are Nf flavours are present then the Lagrangian posses a SU{Nf)L x SU{Nf)r{ 
symmetry. In QCD it is the vacuum which is responsible for the chiral symme-
try breaking and the composite field qq obtain a non-zero vacuum expectation 
value and it is often known as chiral condensate. If chiral synmietry was a 
perfect symmetry then pions would be massless. But that is not the case and 
pions have a finite mass. That is, the chiral symmetry is an approximate sym-
metry and the explicit breaking opposed to spontaneous breaking give rise to 
an effective mass to pions. As the low energy processes are dominated by pions 
all observables can be expressed as an expansion in pion masses and momenta. 
Thus, AdS/QCD models should incorporate two independent sources describ-
ing both of these breakings if there is any hope to connect it with reality. 
To describe the chiral symmetry breaking in soft wall model we consider the 
the 5 d action eq. (5.55) with an addition of a quadratic term in the potential 
of V{X). The action contains SU{2)i x SU{2n) gauge group fields and a scalar 
field X and it is given by [76], 
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S,= - /r/5.7;yq^rr^(^)Tr \DX\' + m\\Xf - K\X\' + A ( ^ / + ^l) 
(5.59) 
where m\ = -3 /L^ , K is a constant and ^f = I2ir'^/Nc, with /V',, the number 
of colours. The field tensors Fi^i are defined as 
where A^j( = /l^j^"/-" and Tr[ri^] = (5''V2, and the covariant derivative be-
comes 
D^'X = d^X - lA^'X + iXA^'. (5.60) 
To describe the vector and axial-vector mesons we simply transform to the 
vector (V) where 
^ ' ' = ^ « + 0 (5.61) 
and axial-vector fields (A )where 
/l^  = i « - 0 (5.62) 
The scalar field X which has a vacimm expectation value (VEV) given by, 
X. = ^  (5.63) 
which break the chiral symmetry SU{2)i x SU{2)ji —^  SU(2)v- But this form 
of the VEV has some contradictions with the QCD. 
We will obtain a non linear equation for the VEV, v{z), from the action 
(5.59 ) as 
d,{a^e-'^dM^)) - a^e-'^{mlv{z) - -v^z)) = 0. (5.64) 
When K = 0, the solution of (5.64) which leads to a finite action in the limit 
2 —>• oo is given by [75] 
viz):^m,zu(^,0,zA, (5.65) 
where U{a, b, y) is the Tricomi confluent hypergeometric function. 
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According to AdS/CFT dictionary, the VEV as z —>• 0 should take the 
asymptotic form 
v{z) = a.z + ftz^ . (5.66) 
The quark mass m, and the chiral condensate {qq) = E, are then related 
to the constants in (5.66), via 
ruq = —- (5.67) 
E = /?LC (5-68) 
where Q is the normalization parameter introduced in [77]. For fixed values 
of rriq and E, the introduction of C, still satisfies the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner 
relation[75], 
mlfl = 2m,E (5.69) 
Expanding the solution (5.65) in the small z limit leads to a oc m, and 
;i oc E a rriq. Thus in the limit nig -^ 0 the model eliminates explicit and 
spontaneous chiral syrimietry breaking in contradiction with QCD. Thus to 
accommodate the features of QCD into the model we will assume an VEV 
that behave asymptotically as we expect instead of solving it directly as, 
(5.70) 
(5.71) 
and then solve for the dilaton (l){z) using (5.64) which becomes 
v{z -^ 
v{z -^ 









a^v'{z) < '^(^ ) = -^7^-^ d.ia'v'iz)) - a\m],v{z) - -v'{z)) (5.72) 2 
where the prime (') denotes the derivative with respect to z. Given the required 
behavior (5.70) and (5.71) we can uniquely determine the dilaton profile up to 
a constant. With this procedure the two sources of chiral symmetry breaking 
decouple while simultaneously allowing for linear trajectories in the meson 
spectrum. 
A particularly simple parametrized form for v{z) that satisfies (5.70) and 
(5.71) is 
v{z) = j{A + Bt&nhCz^) (5.73) 
ij 
where A, B, and C are all positive coefficients dependent upon lUg, E, N,., 
and K.. Expanding (5.73) at small and large z leads to the desired asymptotic 
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forms 
v{z-^0)L = Az-hBCz^-hO{z''), (5.74) 
v{z^oo)L = {A+B)z. (5.75) 
When A = 0, corresponding to a zero quark mass, the coefficients of the cubic 
term in (5.74) and of the hnear term in (5.75) are nonzero, implying a nonzero 
chiral condensate and non restoration of chiral symmetry. Alternatively, when 
S = 0 (or C = 0), corresponding to a zero chiral condensate, the coefficients 
of the linear terms in (5.74) and (5.75) are both nonzero, implying a nonzero 
quark mass and non restoration of chiral symmetry. Thus the parametrized 
form in (5.73) allows the sources of spontaneous and explicit chiral symmetry 
breaking to remain independent. 
Substituting (5.73) into (5.72) leads to the following asymptotic behavior 
cP{z~^0) = ^Ah^ + Oiz"^), (5,76) 
0(2->oo) = '^{A+B)'z', (5.77) 
where the integration constant arising from (5.72) is chosen to be zero [76] in 
order for the background to be conformally invariant at z = 0. To reproduce 
the limits (5.74) and (5.75) the dilaton profile at small z (5.76) must differ from 
that at large z (5.77). Importantly this docs not sacrifice the linear trajectories 
which (as will be shown) depend on the dilaton having the asymptotic form 
(p ~ Az^  [76]. The quartic term with strength K is necessary to obtain the 
required behavior. The parameter K essentially controls the mass splitting 
between the vector and axial-vector mesons. Therefore, modifying the dilaton 
and introducing quartic interaction terms in the Lagrangian is necessary to 
improve the soft-wall version of the AdS/QCD model. 
The normalization ( is determined by QCD as shown in [77] 
C = v ^ / ( 2 7 r ) = VS/g, (5.78) 
Then the parameters 7, A, B and C can be expressed in terms of the input 




C = ^ ^ . (5.82) 
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The parameter A is determined by the average slope of the radial trajectories of 
the scalar, vector, and axial-vector mesons for radial quantum numbers n > 3. 
Its value was determined to be A = 0.1831 GeV^ [76]. 
From the action (5.59) the equation of motion of the vector field ^"(x, z) = 
V^(x)V„(2) using the axial gauge V5 = 0 is given by 
-dlVn + u'd.Vn = mljn, (5.83) 
where co — (j){z) + logz. With the substitution V^ = e"/^i7„, (5.83) can be 
written in the Schrodinger form, 
-dlvn + I -u'^ - -w" j vn = m^^(;„. (5.84) 
Similarly to the vector field case, the equation of motion assuming A^{x, z) = 
A^{x)An{z) using the axial gauge .Aj = 0 is given by 
-dlAn + u'd.An + gl^v\z)An = m\^A^. (5.85) 
Using the same transformation as for the vector field, An = fi^^^^a^, one can 
express (5.85) as 
/ I 1 Z/^  \ 
-dlan + ( -w'2 - -u" + gl-^v\z) j a„ = m\^an. (5.86) 
Unlike the vector field, the axial-vector couples to the scalar field VEV and 
break the chiral symmetry since the term gl^v'^{z)an causes a mass splitting 
between the vector and the axial vector mesons in this model. Comparing the 
equations of motion (5.84) and (5.86) for these fields one finds the asymptotic 
behavior 
Am^ ^ « - < ) _ = gl^v^z -> oo) = M ^ , (5.87) 
Z n, 
The numerical value of K ~ 30 is determined as with the slope A of the data and 
Am? > 0 implies that K > 0, i.e., potential in the action (5.59) is unbounded 
from bellow. 
We have seen in this chapter that the achievements of AdS/CFT led to 
the formulation of AdS/QCD models. A lot of significant progress has been 
made in both top-down and bottom-up models. Bottom-up models have re-
produced meson spectra quahtatively whereas top-down models reproduced 
nuclear potential and baryon spectra qualitatively. Many QCD properties like 
chiral symmetry breaking are explained using these models. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed various symmetries present in string theory. We have seen 
that bosonic string theory have non - physical states and spectra. The inclusion 
of supersymmetry remedied the situation in a great way and the resulting 
theory is known as superstring theory. The superstring theory includes both 
fermions and bosons and live in ten dimensional space - time. There are five 
different formulation of superstring theory and they are known as Type I , 
Type II A, Type III B, Heterotic and Eg x Eg. The discovery of T duality 
showed that all these five theories are equivalent to each other. 
In chapter 4 we discussed AdS/CFT correspondence. This correspondence 
connects a string theory living on the bulk of AdS space to a CFT living on 
its boundary. There exists a duality, that is, strongly coupled string theory is 
related to the weakly coupled gauge theory and vice versa. The typical exam-
ple of AdS/CFT correspondence is N = 4 U{N) Super Yang-Mills in (3 + 1) 
dimension is dual to a Type II B string theory on AdS^ x S^. The correspon-
dence has been studied well and the observables are matched from both sides. 
We have shown in section 4.4.1 how correlation functions are calculated and 
also in section 4.4.2 we introduced Wilson loop derivations. In section 4.5 we 
discussed how flavour degree of freedom is introduced in this correspondence 
and in section 4.5.2 ideas of probe brane correspondence are discussed. 
The discovery of AdS/CFT opened a new window for the study of QCD 
dynamics from string theory background. The primary focus of all such mod-
els are to unfold the strong regime of QCD which has been remained as an 
unsolvable intricate problem of particle physics. Even though not quantita-
tive, we have seen in chapter 5 that AdS/QCD models have been successful 
in providing seemingly well qualitative description of Meson and baryon spec-
tra and Nuclear potentials. We also have seen how chiral symmetry breaking 
is incorporated in soft-wall models. The preliminary success shows that well 
polishing and oiling of ideas will help us to come up with a beautiful descrip-
tion as quantitative as the standard models always offered. The energy and 
enthusiasm visible in this area of research further strengthen our belief. 
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